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Disorientation 

 What I was told to prioritize before I went abroad—contraceptives, money, food—became the 
least of my concerns when I experienced racism in another country. 

Orientation never prepared me for it. 

When we leave race out of the conversation on language learning, traveling, or raising global 
citizens, we’re upholding white supremacy. 

We’re tolerating the “color-blind” fallacy. 

Being Black and multilingual allows us to share our narratives. With our words, we can break 
barriers and change lives.  

That’s not to say that Black folks are without privilege. Through my experience as a first 
generation college student and the wife of an undocumented immigrant, I’ve come to 
understand that I too have privileges: citizenship, access to education, traveling abroad, and so 
forth. 

But how often is it that these conversations come up? In my language classes, we never talked 
about classism. Or racial hierarchies in Japanese society. Or colorism in Latin America. If these 
topics ever did come up, the students (me included) wondered, “Is this going to be on the test 
or…?” 

What I saw in language textbooks did not reflect reality, at least not all of it. 
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Sure, I could ask for directions or order out at a restaurant but I couldn’t even describe the 
double consciousness of being a Black American. 

  

It’s hard enough to talk about that in English. 

  

If I couldn’t rely on my college classes, textbooks, or mentors to teach me how to navigate race 
and language learning, who could I turn to? 

  

Are institutions that promote language learning the very perpetrators of systemic racism? I’d 
see a white professor teaching a world language before I’d see a Black professor. Now that I 
think about it—I never saw a Black language teacher while I was in school. 

  

I didn’t think it was affecting me. After all, if I wasn’t surrounded by Black people, that meant I 
was successful, right? 

  

“I made it out of the hood.” 

  

“My education has helped me transcend my racial identity. People won’t judge me based on 
my skin color if they see that I have a degree.”  

  

In Japan, I’d go for weeks without seeing another Black person. Even though I spoke fluent 
Japanese, people would see me and immediately assume that I could not. 

  

I carried this pain with me into motherhood. For a year, I settled with just raising my son to 
speak Spanish and English. He’s Afro-Mexicano, so it “made sense.” People should only learn a 
language that they have racial ties to, right? 
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But in January 2020, after years of slowly embracing my Blackness, I wanted to let go of those 
notions. My resolution was to stop telling myself that I couldn’t raise my son to speak 
Japanese. 

  

I also wanted to do something with my language skills. I knew that I could find a way to 
manifest my love for languages into something profitable, like translating or blogging. 

  

I started landing paid blogging gigs and even did some social media management for a 
language learning start-up. I thought I was finally living my dream but something wasn’t 
sitting right with me. 

  

The Underrepresentation of Black Voices in Language Learning 

  

I realized that wanting to mention my race or talk about race in general gave me major 
anxiety. 

  

What if I talked about how important it is for Black people to learn languages? I felt that 
writing something like that would be deemed as “inappropriate,” so I stayed silent.  Sure, 
Black people get featured in blogs and on social media posts, but were any of them in 
leadership positions? 

  

Fast forward to the socio-economic and racial tensions that COVID-19 and George Floyd’s 
murder have uncovered. Bigotry in the language learning industry is real—I experienced it 
first hand: one of my blogging contracts fell through and the company did not publish my 
remaining blog posts out of fear of coming across as "tone deaf."  

 

I don't know what's tone deaf about a Black woman raising her Black Mexican son trilingual. 
I'm a writer—they could have commissioned me to write about anything.   
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So I sat with my unpublished blog posts while feeling sorry for myself.  

 

I was ready to delete my writing because a white company did not want to amplify my voice. 

  

But I told myself to get even, not angry. I rewrote those unpublished posts to sound as 
unapologetic and authentic as possible. No code switching, no sugar-coating. 

  

The result of my resistance: Melanintro to Languages, a practical guide for Black language 
learners living multilingual and/or multicultural lifestyles. 

  

Talking about race and discrimination may not be "on brand," for some companies, but it ain't 
for me. 

  

Reframing the Relationship between Language and Race 

  

In this day and age, Black language learners should have more socially-conscious resources 
available to them. 

  

This book will help you make languages a part of your daily routine. It’s your springboard to 
something big: learning languages with a socially-conscious mindset. 

  

Race is a huge part of our identities. Language learning is not a post-racial space. Not talking 
about race won’t make racism go away.  In fact, that kind of approach leaves us without the 
history and knowledge needed to navigate microaggressions or debate ignorance. 

  

Melanintro serves as your alternative to predominantly white language platforms. 
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I made this book for you. From one melanated language learner to another. 
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1: THE LANGUAGE TUG OF WAR

 If you ever find yourself torn between two or more languages, know that you don’t have to 
“choose.” 

You just have to balance. 

We nurture our languages like gardens. Add a little conversation, sprinkle in some reading. 

But you didn’t buy this book just for me to tell what you already know. 

Nobody wants the “it depends” answer.  I’m here to give you practical answers. 

Practical Methods for Studying Multiple Languages at Once 

Mix and Match Voices and Subtitles 

I’m going to start with my favorite way of studying more than one language simultaneously: 
watching a movie dubbed in one target language and subtitled in another target language. 

Netflix is a great, affordable resource for learning multiple languages. You could even go as far 
as some obscure sites like PelisPlus (Spanish) and Niko Niko Douga (Japanese) but do so at your 
own risk! 

Not only will your listening and reading skills get a boost, but you’ll get to see localization and 
translation techniques in action. 

I recommend that you keep a notepad (physical or electronic) nearby for jotting down notes. 
There’s also a web extension for chrome called Learning Languages with Netflix. 

Translate on the Fly

A common technique that I see with parents raising multilingual children is repeating the 
same phrases in multiple languages. 

I not only do this with my son but with my husband who mostly speaks Spanish at home. 

You can do this with yourself, with your language partner—whomever! 
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It’s ok if you find yourself drawing a blank for one of the languages that you’re working on. 
Focus on describing what you want to say with words that you already know. Afterwards, 
you can go back to the drawing board. 

Start small. Words first and then build those into sentences. 

Not having a native speaker or someone proficient in your target language nearby can make 
this frustrating. Fight the urge to want to check your dictionaries. Go with your gut! You’re 
only competing against yourself here. 

Use Social Media 

Not every social media group dedicated to learning a language will be active or helpful. That’s 
why I believe in searching for online groups that resonate with your hobbies. 

I cannot stress this enough. If you’re not integrating your interests, learning a language can 
feel more like a chore. 

For example, I’m a big fan of manga or Japanese comics. I met one of my Spanish-speaking 
friends through Tumblr. We chat about our favorite comics in Spanish on Sundays. 

You may not feel comfortable posting in these groups, but just do it! You don’t have to 
explicitly state that you’re learning Spanish. Just talk about what you like in Spanish. 

I’m also a copywriter, which means I love reading about marketing tips. Funny enough, lots of 
posts under #copywriter on Instagram are in Spanish. I get to learn about marketing and the 
Spanish language, two things that I love! 

If you still have reservations about publicly posting in your target language, just comment on 
other people’s posts. You can even DM people that you want to talk to more. I do this a lot on 
Twitter. 

Amp up the Immersion  

List some of your interests and hobbies. What ways can we integrate language learning into 
our favorite pastimes? 
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For example, if you love art, think about following social media pages on art in your target  
language(s) . Or creating a vocabulary list of the materials that you use. This will help when you  
practice having a conversation. 

Hold Yourself Accountable for Goals

Get together with your goal friends or be your own! There are so many different ways to  
measure goals, but I found a way that’s simple and easy. You’re gonna want in on this here so  
listen up. 

Setting 90 day goals is worth it. We all know that this is how businesses estimate their  
successes. They divide the year into quarters. You don’t have to treat languages like a 
business but, as I mentioned before, you have to contribute towards your growth in 
proficiency! 

Setting goals accomplishes several benefits: 

● Helps you step back and look at the big picture
● Gives you time to make progress that you can track
● Feels that much better when you achieve something that you’re going for

Let’s take a glance at my 90 day plan for the last quarter of the year (October to December). 
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One of my biggest goals is getting my certification for the JLPT (Japanese Language Proficiency  
Exam). The exam doesn’t test conversation skills, but I still like to speak Japanese because  
honestly, it’s one of my favorite things to do! 

But I also have to make sure that I stay on top of my reading, writing, and listening skills.  
Especially if I plan on taking a proficiency exam. 

Every week I designate a day to take a look at these goals and ask myself if I’m making any  
progress. If I find myself not getting much momentum, I have to re-evaluate my strategy. Am I  
avoiding writing because I feel self-conscious? Is there a lot going on in my life right now that I  
need to ease up on some of my goals? 

Again, it’s up to you to recalibrate. Get your 90-day planner so you can start tracking your  
goals. 

And I know what it’s like to need someone to check-in with! That’s why I created a private  
Facebook group called Morenita Mommies (M&Ms). It’s a safe space to share our wins, hopes,  
and to event about melanated mom life! 

I’ll be doing lives, giveaways, and spotlights to help us raise the next generation of melanated  
multilinguals. Join Morenita Mommies today! Let me know what you think of Melanintro to  
Languages to get a free language or language business coaching session with me! I’m here to  
help you on the road to consistency.  

We all love the word “consistency.” Of course, being consistent is a virtue. Sticking to a routine  
isn’t easy. So what’s a good action plan for those moments when you realize that you’ve fallen  
off the bike for a few days. Weeks? Months? 

What To Do When The Scales Are Unbalanced 

Revisit Your “Why” 

What drew you to learning these languages? 

This is my favorite question to ask Black multilinguals. It shows that we all come from such  
unique experiences and perspectives. And, we have more in common than we think! 

Your why is your rock. When the going gets tough, this is the affirmation that reminds you to  
keep trucking. 
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I’m inviting you to write down your why. Be selfish. Think about what you  want to gain. I used  
to focus all my language learning goals on my family. Don’t get me wrong, family is important  
but you can’t forget about you! 

So tell me, what’s your biggest motivation for studying languages? 

Ask Yourself How You’re Measuring Your Progress 

What’s your benchmark for success? There are tons of standardized proficiency exams out  
there but for argument’s sake, let’s pretend that they don’t exist. 

 Think about how you’re measuring your progress in terms of your goals. 

Maybe you were able to watch 10 minutes of one of your favorite YouTubers in another  
language without relying on subtitles. 

Or you finished another chapter in a book that you’re reading in another language. Good for  
you! 

My point is that if you’re not making your goals measurable , it can be difficult to determine if  
you’ve made any progress. I used to think that immersion meant never having to track my  
goals or writing anything down. No, that’s called structureless learning . It can be beneficial for  
picking up a language but difficult to maintain.  

Mix Your Language(s) 

Code-Switching  

I like to mix my language on purpose. Sometimes language learners see this as language  
confusion. When used strategically, however, it’s a great way to get a dose of all your languages  
in one day.  

Code-switching is when you use another language in a certain situation with certain people.  
For us Black linguists, we’re more than familiar with the term. We have to think about who  
we’re talking to and how close we are to that person. Everything is very much on purpose and  
on point.  

Mixing Languages
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Mixing languages involves code-switching. I know that I can speak Spanglish with my husband 
because he’s picked up on enough English to know what I’m talking about. With my suegra 
(mother-in-law), she don’t play that. I can only speak Spanish to her since I know she won’t 
understand me if I decide to arbitrarily insert English into our conversation. 

Sometimes mixing languages can be seen as not having a good command of a language but 
that’s simply not true. Mixing languages also shows awareness of grammatical differences or 
similarities.  

はい、agua だよ！Hai, agua da yo! (Alright, here’s your water!) is an example of how I mix 
Japanese and Spanish with my son. I actually find myself doing this unintentionally, which 
many multilinguals can definitely relate to! 

Or one of my favorites that I came across on Twitter: They can’t expect us to be 黙るing all the 
time. (They can’t expect us to be hushing up all the time). Is an example of mixing Japanese 
and English. 

Spanglish is a form of code-switching and language mixing that you may already be familiar 
with. 

Depending on your fluency in a language, your familiarity with someone, and so many other 
factors, you may mix multiple languages together when you speak to someone. 

 For example, my husband Javier may speak Spanglish with me but not with his family. 
Similarly, the English I speak with him is different from the BVE (Black Vernacular English) 
that I use with my mom and sister. 

Now that you have some ideas of the different ways to stimulate your brain for learning 
languages, make a point to step out of your comfort zone and start speaking! 
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2: MELANINTRO TO JAPANESE 
 

A note on the length of this chapter:  

This is the lengthiest chapter in this book.  

Why?  

Well, I’m trying to condense over a decade of experience with the Japanese language and 
culture into 25 pages! It wasn’t easy and I’m eternally grateful to my awesome editor, 
Sachi-san.  

If you have some experience with Japanese, you may already be familiar with how difficult it 
can be to translate concepts that either do not exist or do not have much awareness in 
Japanese culture. I did my best to share phrases that I hope you can use in conversations 
relating to your identity. Black is beautiful.  
 
A note on the translation of the term racism: 
 
Sachi-san mentioned a debate about translating the word “racism” from English to Japanese. 
In this chapter I will refer to racism (racial discrimination) as 人種差別 jinshu sabetsu 
[JEE-N-SHU-SAH-BEH-TSU]. This article debates that the correct translation is 人種主義 
jinshu shugi [JEE-N-SHU-SHU-GEE]. If you have the time, I invite you to look further into it.  
 
I also want to point out that something that Sachi-san brought to my attention. In Japan, racial 
and ethnic hierarchies, known as 民族差別 minzoku sabetsu 
[MEE-N-ZOH-KOO-SAH-BEH-TSU], exists. I’ll talk about this more in the first section.  

Black in Japan: Insight into Race and Racism in Japan 

 
The lack of proper representation for Black people in Japan does not have to be something 
permanent. There are many Black people living and thriving in Japan.  
 
As more of us learn and speak Japanese, we get more opportunities to fight ignorance and 
bring cultures together.  
 
But I’ll back up a little. In 2016, I attended the Japanese Career Forum in San Francisco as a 
broke college student. I was fortunate to land a paid internship with a Japanese brokerage 
company in Tokyo.  
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While the staff there was friendly, it was quite an adjustment: I didn’t see Black people every 
day, sexism in the office was nearly palpable, and I had to learn keigo 敬語 [KEH-EE-GOH] 
honorific language on top of business Japanese.  
 
Ironically, having conversations in Japanese was difficult because everyone wanted to speak 
English to me or ask about my favorite Taylor Swift song (I don’t have one).  
 
Our community prepares us for the reality of discrimination but the kind of discrimination 
that we face in Japan has a different flavor. It’s not just getting stared at or having your hair 
touched.  
 
As we people travel, we have to adjust ourselves to varying degrees of racism. It’s not enough 
to know a language. We must understand the society too.  
 
More often than not, this can only come from experience. By sharing our experiences, we may 
cushion the blows that culture shock and isolation throw at us.  
 

Mixed Roots: Reimagining the Outsider and Insider Narrative 

 
The conversation on mixed roots Japanese, also referred to as half ハーフ haafu [HAH-FOO], 
unsurprisingly leads to difficult conversations about race in Japan. Not to mention the strict 
immigration and visa laws that can make living there as foreigners 外国人 gaikokujin 
[GAI-EE-KOH-KOO-JEEN] stressful.  Also, Japan does not allow dual citizenship past the age 1

of 21. Thankfully, there are loopholes.   
 
Yet the island country continues to change. Mixed raced individuals in different industries are 
speaking out. Japanese tennis player Naomi Osaka, for example, continues to face racist 
criticism in the media for her solidarity with the Black Lives Matter movement 黒人の命は大切 
kokujin no inochi wa taisetsu  
[KOH-KOO-JEEN-NOH-EE-NOH-CHEE-WAH-TAH-EE-SEH-TSU], which I will refer to as 
BLM hereafter.  
 
To a society that was historically isolated from the world, diversity and inclusion are unique 
concepts. While some parts welcome non-Japanese people, there’s still this “otherness” that 
prevails.  
 
One of the frustrating things I’d always hear when I’d speak Japanese is, “you’re Japanese 
now!” I understand it’s supposed to be a compliment, but I am very comfortable in my identity 
as a Black woman.  

1 This is commonly shortened to 外人gaijin [GAH-EE-JEEN] but is considered politically incorrect in 
some spaces. 海外の人 kaigai no hito [KAH-EE-GAH-EE-NOH-HEE-TOH] is another term used.  
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No matter how great my Japanese was, people in stores or train stations saw my skin color 
first and as a result, only spoke to me in English.  

More Concepts on Discrimination in Japan 

 
Ethnic Koreans 在日韓国人 zainichi kankokujin 
[ZAH-EE-NEE-CHEE-KAH-N-KOH-KOO-JEEN] living in Japan face discrimination as well. 
This takes root in racism, white supremacy, imperialism, and colonialism. I recommend 
reading Yu Miri, a zainichi author who has written several stories about growing up in Japan.  
 
Classism also has roots in Japan. Look into the history of family registries 戸籍 koseki 
[KOH-SEH-KEE] ]or the family registry. In Japan, these records trace someone’s lineage. 部落

民  Burakumin, [BOO-RAH-KOO-MEEN] people of a low strata of an unofficial caste system 
during the Edo period of Japan, were associated with undesirable work.  
 
The Japanese government historically used family registries to discriminate against individuals 
with Burakumin lineage.  
 
A law was passed to ban looking up a person’s koseki for such things like employment in 1976. 
Just to give some perspective, this period nearly coincides with the civil rights movement 
(which arguably, has not ended but evolved into the BLM movement). 
 
And don’t get me started on the nationalists. I’d need a whole ‘nother book to even cover them. 
You might not encounter people like this, but they do exist in Japan. It’s better to understand 
this instead of letting it come as a surprise.  
 
As you start learning Japanese, I invite you to keep in mind how significant it is to do so.  
 
Japan’s history of colonization and imperialism is not that of the distant past but a reality that 
continues to influence the country today. I’ll introduce vocabulary and phrases to be able to 
talk about having these conversations later in the chapter.  
 
The more we have language learners like us disrupt narratives dominated by ignorance and 
white supremacy, the more roads we can pave for future generations of melanated 
multilinguals who take an interest in Japan!  
 
Whether you plan to be in Japan long-term or short term, this chapter aims to encourage 
melanated language learners to talk about themselves in Japanese!  You’ll also learn everyday 
phrases for conversation.  
 
始めましょう！Hajimemashō! [HAH-JEE-MEH-MAH-SHO-OH] Let’s start!  
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Get Started Speaking Japanese  

 
A very common question that I get: is Japanese hard to learn?   
 
I would argue that it’s difficult to use.  
 
The Japanese language takes into consideration the relationship between the speaker and 
listener. It’s important to know which phrases, words, and even verbs are best for certain 
situations.   
 
Let’s revisit keigo and talk about the different levels of politeness.  
 
Keigo (Japanese Honorifics) For Beginners   
 
Honorific language in Japanese is a core part of speaking. Even native speakers have to learn 
and study keigo. The overarching term encompasses the different levels of politeness. There 
are textbooks, classes, blogs, and websites dedicated to knowing how to properly use it so 
trust me, it takes practice! The government even has a handbook on their website.  
 
Back at my internship, my supervisor gave me lessons on keigo. I learned (and forgot) a lot of it 
because of course, I was just cramming a ton of phrases that I never actually used. I will say 
that I used the term お疲れ様です Otsukare sama desu [OH-TSU-KAH-REH-SAH-MAH 
DEH-SU] every day. The phrases were multifunctional  at the office; it could mean “hello,” 2

“goodbye,” “good job,” and so on.  
 
Plus, there wasn’t a lot of pressure for me to get everything right since everyone knew I wasn’t 
a native speaker.  
 
As far as an English equivalent, I wouldn’t think of it as code-switching as much as just using 
respectful language. If you’ve ever worked in customer service, you probably understand this 
better but here’s an example:  
 
どちら様ですか dochira sama desu ka [DOH-CHEE-RAH-SAH-MAH DEHS-KAH]  
“May I ask whom I’m speaking with?”  
VS 
誰だ dare da [DAH-REH-DAH]  
“Who dis/dat?”  

2 I’ll talk about the nuances more as we get into some phrases but this is a core part of the Japanese 
language. Many phrases do have more than one meaning and you’ll learn which one to use as you get 
comfortable speaking the language more or observing it being used.  
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These two phrases are on two completely different politeness levels but they virtually ask the 
same thing: who is you?  
 
丁寧語 Teineigo [TEH-EE-NEH-EE-GOH] is also known as the ですdesu [DEH-SU]・ます masu 
[MAH-SU] ]form or polite speech. When verbs and sentences end this way, it is considered 
polite. A good rule of thumb is to use this form with people you may not know or someone of 
authority like your teacher or boss.  
 
On the other hand, the plain form can be used between family, close friends, etc. 
 
美化語 Bikago [BEE-KAH-GOH] word beautification makes words sound more polite by adding 
the prefix  御 o [OH]or go [GOH] depending on the word. This applies to nouns, verbs, adverbs, 
etc.  
 
For example, 元気  genki [GEH-N-KEE] refers to health or being well. Using the word by itself 
with an upward intonation at the end is a great way to ask your friend how they’ve been but 
for your teacher you’d ask, お元気ですか [OH-GEH-N-KEE-DEHS-KAH]?  
 
 I’ll make sure to include both levels in the phrases where I can.   
 
Let’s also address suffixes real quick. You have probably heard of san, which is sometimes 
translated into Mr./Ms. but it’s actually not that simple. It’s not just a title that goes at the end 
of someone’s name, san and other suffixes add a level of respect.  
 
If you’ve ever had fun going on online language exchanges, you’ve probably had to tell your 
language partner that you’re Black (unless you had a profile picture or you’re doing video 
chat). One time I told someone that I’m black 黒人 [KOH-KOO-JEEN] and they responded, 
え、黒人さんですか [EH KOH-KOO-JEEN-SAH-N DEH-SU-KAH]  
 
This would translate as “oh, you’re a Black person!” but there is a layer of politeness that’s 
hard to explain. Just remember that it’s good to stick to suffixes like sama for your boss, sensei 
for your teacher, or chan for your friends if y’all good like that.   
 
The remaining keigo components include 謙譲語 kenjougo [KEHN-JO-OH-GOH], which refers 
to language that humbles oneself. Probably the most well-known one is itadakimasu 
[EE-TAH-DAH-KEE-MAHS], which means “I humbly receive.”  
 
There’s also 尊敬語 sonkeigo [SOHN-KEH-EE-GOH], which exalts the actions of your superior. 
We won’t go too much into this because as I said, knowing teineigo and plain form is just 
enough for beginners. 
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Similarities between Spanish and Japanese Pronunciation  
 
The five vowels, a, i, u, e, and o, are similar to Spanish. I won’t say a ton about the linguistic 
differences, but I can tell you from experience that there are times when phrases or words 
sound very similar despite having a different meaning.  
 
Subete [SOO-BEH-TEH] ]means “everything” in Japanese but with the accent, súbete 
[SOO-BEH TEH] ]in Spanish means “get on” or “get in.”  
 
Kome [KOH-MEH] in Japanese means rice but it sounds like come [KOH-MEH] (eat this)  in 
Spanish.  
 
Dame [DAH-MEH] in Japanese means “no!” but in Spanish dame [DAH-MEH] means “give me” 
and is usually heard as dámelo [DAH-MEH-LOH] (give it to me).  
 
Japanese uses the macron or 長音符 chōonpu [CHO-OH-OH-N-POOH] for where to stress 
vowels.  
 
Although Spanish uses tildes  (á,í,ú,é,ó), it doesn’t always indicate where accents are needed. 3

 
What’s the best way to get the hang of all these accents?  
 
Lots and lots of conversation! It’s better to hear and use the words before you see them written. 
Otherwise, you’re just trying to cram a bunch of words in your head that you’ll probably never 
use!  
 
And of course it can happen the other way around: you’ll see a word written before you use it. 
To retain that word, it’s important that you actually speak it as much as possible.  
 
Keep in mind that although Japan has a standardized language, accents can vary depending on 
region. Japan has many dialects! I encourage you to learn about them but to not ignore 
standardized Japanese.  
 
Writing and Reading 
 
Woo chile. When I say it ain’t easy, please believe me. No sugar coating here!  
 
Japan doesn’t have the English equivalent of an alphabet. It has two syllabaries and a system of 
ideographs known as Chinese characters or 漢字 kanji [KAH-N-JEE].  
 

3 In Spanish, tilde [teel-deh] refers to both the squiggly line [~] and the accent mark [´] but not 
all accents have tildes—as you see with the word tilde. More about this in chapter 3  
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You need to learn how to read Japanese. I’ll start you off on ローマ字 rōmaji 
[RO-OH-MAH-JEE] or the Japanese written using the Latin alphabet. But you gon’ have to take 
the training wheels off at some point.  
 
I'll include pronunciation guides for the survival phrases in this chapter but for the longer 
phrases, I suggest using this pitch accent dictionary to practice.  
 
Pronunciation Guide 
Japanese is made up of five vowels and several consonants, categorized into voiceless, voiced, 
and semi-voiced.  
 
The common romaji form is Hepburn, named after the white medical missionary James Curtis 
Hepburn. He helped create the first Japanese to English dictionary.  
 
Vowels 

 a   ah (as in “say ‘ah’”)  

 i  ee (as in the ee in free)  

 u  ooh (as in “ooh, yo’ mama gon’ whoop you”)  

 e  eh  (as in the “eh” sound in bet)  

 o  oh  (as in no) 

 
Voiceless Consonants  

k  Like C in “cat”  

t  Like T in “top” 

s  Like S in “sad”  

 
Semi-Voiced Consonants 

p  Like P in “pair”  

 
Voiced Consonants  

g  Like G in “goat”  

d  Like D in “dog”  

z  Like Z in “zebra”  

b  Like B in “boy”  
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Double Vowels, Double Consonants, and Compound Consonants  
 
I can explain double vowels and compound consonants using the word Tokyo, the capital of 
Japan. Previously called Edo.  
 
The “o” in Edo and Tokyo are both romanized the same here, but both of the o’s in Tokyo are 
actually double vowels. For that reason, you may see Tokyo romanized as toukyou, tookyoo, 
tôkyô, or tōkyō. 
 
Double vowels are most common for the o vowel. It just means that the sound needs to be 
elongated.  
 
Double consonants are also very important. Simply put, it’s the stop between two consonants. 
For example, you would pronounce “flat top” with a pause between the two t’s. You definitely 
wouldn’t say “flatop.”  
 
Double consonants can also change the meaning of words:  
 

枕 Makura (pillow) MAH-KOOH-RAH  真っ暗 Makkura (pitch black) MAHK-KOOH-RAH 

過去 Kako (the past) KAH-KOH  括弧 Kakko (parenthesis) KAHK-KOH 

元 Moto (origin) MOH-TOH  もっと Motto (more) MOHT-TOH 

 

Core Phrases for Beginners  

 
These are essential phrases used for conversation. So you can go beyond “今日は konnichiwa 
[KOH-N-NEE-CHEE-WAH]!”  
 
I’ll be indicating the politeness level and explaining the various ways that you can express 
things like “yes,” “no,” and “hello.”  

 
Hey Gurl/Gurl Bye 挨拶 Aisatsu 

[AH-EE-SAH-TSU] 
(More greeting phrases in chapter 5) 

 
こんにちは Konnichi wa [KOH-N-NEE-CHEE-WAH] 
Meaning: Hello; Good afternoon 
Politeness level: Polite 
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こんばんは Konban wa [KOH-N-BAH-N-WAH] 
Meaning: Hello, Good evening (not the way we be saying good evening)  
Politeness level: Polite  
 
お変わりありませんか？ Okawari arimasenka? 
[OH-KAH-WAH-REE-AH-REE-MAH-SEH-N-KAH] 
Meaning: Anything new (lit. nothing’s changed?)  
Politeness level: Polite 
 
 
変わりない？Kawari nai? [KAH-WAH-REE-NAH-EE] 
Meaning: Anything new (lit. nothing’s changed?)  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
調子はどう？Choushi wa dō? [CHO-OH-SHEE-WAH-DOH-OH] 
Meaning: How you been?  
Politeness level: Causal 
 
どうも Dōmo [DO-OH-MOH] 
Meaning: Hello  
Politeness level: More casual than どうもありがとう（ございます・ございました） 
 
お久しぶり Ohisashiburi  [OH-HEE-SAH-SHEE-BOO-REE] 
Meaning: It’s been a minute  
Politeness level: Polite, more polite if you add desu ne [DEH-SU-NEH] to the end  
 
じゃあね Jaa ne [JAH-AH-NEH] 
Meaning: Good bye  
Politeness level: Casual  
 
失礼します shitsurei shimasu  [SHEE-TSU-REH-EE-SHEE-MAH-SU] 
Meaning: Good bye  
Politeness level: Formal  
 
またね mata ne [MAH-TAH-NEH] 
Meaning: See you later 
Politeness level: Casual 
 
またお会いしましょう Mata oaishimashou [MAH-TAH-OH-AH-EE-SHEE-MAH-SHO-OH] 
Meaning: See you later  
Politeness level: Formal 
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Self-Introduction 自己紹介 Jiko Shōkai  
[JEE-KOH SHO-OH-KAH-EE] 

 
初めまして Hajiememashite [HAH-JEE-MEH-MAH-SHEE-TEH] 
Meaning: Hello; Nice to meet you (lit. it is the first time meeting)  
Politeness level: Formal (used in all situations) 
 
どうぞよろしくおねがいします Dōzo yoroshiku onegai shimasu   
[DOH-OH-ZOH-YOH-ROH-SHEE-KOOH-OH-NEH-GAH-EE SHEE-MAHS] 
Meaning: Please take care of me (sometimes shortened to yoroshiku onegaishimasu) 
Politeness level: Formal  
 
私は〜と申します Watashi wa ~to mōshimasu 
[WAH-TAH-SHEE WAH 〜TOH-MO-OH-SHEE-MAH-SU] 
My name is~ (lit. I am called~)  
Polite level: Formal  
 
私の名前は〜です Watashi no namae wa ~ desu  
[WAH-TAH-SHEE-NOH-NAH-MAH-EY-WAH ~ DEH-SU] 
Meaning: My name is ~  
Politeness level: Polite 
 
私の本名は〜です Honmyō wa ~ desu 
[WAH-TAH-SHEE-NOH-HOH-N-MYO-OH-WAH ~ DEH-SU] 
Meaning: My real name is ~ (very useful for talking online with people who use nicknames!)  
Politeness level: Polite 
 
おかげさまで、元気です Okage sama de, genki desu  
[OH-KAH-GEH-SAH-MAH-DEH, GEH-N-KEE-DEH-SU] 
Meaning: I’m fine, and yourself?  4

Politeness level: Polite 
 
~さん・様はお元気ですか？How are you?   
[~SAH-N/SAH-MAH WAH OH-GEH-N-KEE DEH-SU KAH] 
Meaning: How are you, ~?  
Politeness level: Polite 
 
 

 
 

4 Japanese rarely uses the word “you” as it is considered rude. It’s best to learn someone’s name and use 
the proper suffix (san, sama, sensei, etc.)  
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感謝 kansha [KAHN-SHA] 
Gratitude  

 
 
どうもありがとうございます Dōmo arigatou gozaimasu  
[DO-OH-MOH AH-REE-GAH-TO-OH GOH-ZAH-EE-MAHS] 
Meaning: Thank you very much 
Politeness level: Formal 
 
どうもありがとう Dōmo arigatou [DO-OH-MOH AH-REE-GAH-TO-OH] 
Meaning: Thank you very much 
Politeness level: Formal 
 
ありがとう Arigatō [AH-REE-GAH-TO-OH] 
Meaning: Thanks  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
あざーす Azaasu [AH-ZAH-AH-SU]  5

Meaning: Thanks  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
サンキュー [SAH-N-KIYUU] 
Meaning: Thanks  
Politeness level: Casual 
 

 
優しさ [YAH-SAH-SHEE-SAH] 

You’re Welcome 
 
どういたしまして Dōitashimashite [DO-OH-EE-TAH-SHEE-MAH-SHEE-TEH] 
Meaning: You’re welcome 
Politeness level: Formal  
 
こちらこそ Kochira koso [KOH-CHEE-RAH-KOH-SOH] 
Meaning:  It is I who should say so (said after someone says thank you or nice to meet you)  
Politeness level: Formal  
 
とんでもございません tondemo gozaimasen  
[TOH-N-DEH-MOH-GOH-ZAH-EE-MAH-SEH-N] 
Meaning: It was nothing; don’t mention (you’re welcome)  
Politeness level: Formal  
 
とんでもない tondemo nai [TO-N-DEH-MOH-NAH-EE] 
Meaning: It was nothing; don’t mention (you’re welcome)  

5 Mostly used by teenage boys/men 
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Politeness level: Casual  
 
いえいえ Ieie [EE-EH-EE-EH] 
Meaning: You’re welcome 
Politeness level: Casual 
 

謝罪 shazai [SHA-ZAH-EE] 
Apology 

 
申し訳ございません mōshiwake gozaimasen  
[MOH-OH-SHEE-WAH-KEH-GOH-ZAH-EE-MAH-SEH-N] 
Meaning: I’m sorry (lit. I have no excuses for my behavior)  
Politeness level: Formal 
 
申し訳ない mōshiwake nai [MOH-OH-SHEE-WAH-KEH-NAH-EE] 
Meaning: I’m sorry (lit. I have no excuses (for my behavior)) 
Politeness level: Formal 
 
すみません sumimasen [SOO-MEE-MAH-SEH-N] 
Meaning: My apologies; I’m sorry 
Politeness level: Formal 
 
ごめん gomen [GOH-MEH-N] 
Meaning: My apologies; I’m sorry 
Politeness level: Informal 
 
悪かった warukatta [WAH-RU-KAHT-TA]  6

Meaning: My bad (not the way we say my b)  
Politeness level: Casual, a little gruff 
 

 
質問 shitsumon [SHEE-TSU-MOH-N] 

Askin All Dem Questions 
 

〜は日本語でどう言いますか？ 
~wa nihongo de dō iimasuka?   
[~ WAH-NEE-HO-N-GOH-DEH-DOH-OH-EE-MAH-SU-KAH]  
Meaning: How do you say ~ in Japanese?  
Level of politeness: Formal  
 
 

6 Also mostly used by men 
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〜は日本語でなんというの？ 
[~WAH NEE-HOH-N-GOH DEH NAH-N TOH YUU NOH]  
Meaning: How do you say ~ in Japanese?  
Level of politeness: Casual  
 
〜の意味はなんですか？~no imi wa nan desu ka? [~NOH EE-MEE WAH NAH-N DEHS KAH] 
Meaning: What does ~ mean?  
Level of politeness: Formal  
 
〜はどういう意味？~ha dō iu imi?  [~WAH-DO-OH-YUU-EE-MEE WAH NAH-N-DAH] 
Meaning: What does ~ mean?  
Level of politeness: Casual 
 
なにそれ？Nani sore? [NAH-NEE-SOH-REH] 
Meaning: Wuzzat?  
Level of politeness: Casual 
 
もう一度言ってくれませんか？Mō ichido itte kuremasen ka?  
[MO-OH-EE-CHEE-DOH-EET-TEH-KOO-REH-MAH-SEH-N-KAH] 
Meaning: Could you repeat that?  
Level of politeness: Formal 
 
 
 
 
もっかい言って Mokkai itte [MOHK-KAH-EE-EET-TEH] 
Meaning: Say that again?  
Level of politeness: Casual 
 
 
なんと言いましたか？nanto iimashita ka? [NAH-N TOH EE-MAHSH-TAH KAH] 
Meaning: What did you say?  
Level of politeness: formal 
 
いまなんて ima nante [EE-MAH NAH-TEH]  7
Meaning: Whatcha say/wuzzat?  
Level of politeness: Casual 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

7 Can sound a little forward (like, what did you just say to me!?), so you can also use え (eh?) 
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思い出す [OH-MO-EE-DAH-SU] 
Recalling  

 
なんだっけ？nandakke [NAH-N-DAHK-KEH] 
Meaning: What is it…? (Trying to recall) 
Level of politeness:  
 
~かな？~kana [KAH-NAH] 
Meaning: Maybe it’s ~? 
Level of politeness: Casual 
 
えーと Eeto [EH-EH-TOH] 
Meaning: Um… 
Level of politeness: Ranges from casual to formal?  
 
でてこない Dete konai [DEH-TEH-KOH-NAH-EE] 
Meaning: I can’t think of it  
Level of politeness: Casual 
 
でてきません Dete kimasen  [DEH-TEH-KEE-MAH-SEH-N] 
Meaning: I can’t think of it  
Level of politeness: Polite 
 
おぼえていない Oboete inai [OH-BOH-EH-TEH-EE-NAH-EE] 
Meaning: I don’t remember  
Level of politeness: Casual 
 
 
おぼえていません Oboete imasen  [OH-BOH-EH-TEH-EE-MAH-SEH-N] 
Meaning: I don’t remember  
Level of politeness: Polite 
 
どうでしょう？Dō deshō [DOH-OH-DEH-SHOH-OH] 
Meaning: What is it I wonder?  
Level of politeness: Polite 
 
どうだろうDō darō [DOH-OH-DAH-ROH-OH] 
Meaning: What is it I wonder?  
Level of politeness: Casual 
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説明 [SEH-TSU-MEH-EE] 
Explanations 

なんかこう Nanko kō [NAH-N-KAH-KOH-OH] 
Meaning: It’s like this… 
Politeness level: Casual 

~みたい mitai [MEE-TAH-EE] 
Meaning: It’s like this~ 
Politeness level: Casual, polite if ended with desu [DEH-SU] 
Ex. お好み焼きはピザみたい Okonomiyaki is like pizza. 
[OH-KOH-NOH-MEE-YAH-KEE-WAH-PEE-ZAH-MEE-TAH-EE] 

~らしいです ~rashii desu [RAH-SHEE-EE-DEH-SU] 
Meaning: It seems like/looks like~ 
Politeness level: Polite 
Ex. バンドは解散したらしい Bando wa kaisan shita rashii 
[BAH-N-DOH-WAH-KAH-EE-SAH-N-SHEE-TAH-RAH-SHE-EE] 
Looks like the band broke up. 

っぽい~ppoi [PUH-POH-EE] 
Meaning: It’s ~like  
Politeness level: Casual 
Ex. 子供っぽい kodomoppoi [KOH-DOH-MOHP-POH-EE] Child-like 

例えば・・・ Tatoeba… [TAH-TOH-EH-BAH] 
Meaning: For example… 
Politeness level: Polite if appropriately ended with desu [DEH-SU], you may even hear 
例えばですが [TAH-TOH-EH-BAH-DEH-SOO-GAH] 

肯定 [SOH-OH-TEH-EE] 
Saying Yes 

はい Hai [HAH-EE] 
Meaning: Okay, yes, yeah 
Politeness level: Casual  

そうそう Sō sō [SOH-OH-SOH-OH] 
Meaning: That’s right/correct, yes  
Politeness level: Casual 
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そうです  Sō desu [SOH-OH-DEH-SU] 
Meaning: That’s right/correct 
Politeness level: Polite 
 
うん Un [UH-N] 
Meaning: Yep 
Politeness level: Casual 
 
ええ Ee [EH-EH] 
Meaning: Yes 
Politeness level: Forma 

 
 

否定 [HEE-TEH-EE] 
Saying No 

 
結構です kekkō desu [KEHK-KOH-OH DEHS] 
Meaning: No (as in turning something down) 
Politeness level: Formal 
 
別に betsu ni [BEH-TSU NEE] 
Meaning: No (turning someone down)  
Politeness level: Very casual 
 
いや iya [EE-YAH] 
Meaning: No (as in, no, that’s not it… or “actually…”  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
ううん uun [UH-UH-N] 
Meaning: No  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
違います chigaimasu [CHEE-GAH-EE-MAH-SU] 
Meaning: No (that’s not it)  
Politeness level: Polite 
 
違う chigau [CHEE-GAH-OO] 
Meaning: No (that’s not it)  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
じゃなくて・・・ [JIYA-NAH-KOO-TEH] 
Meaning: It’s not that but (something else)  
Politeness level: Casual 
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ととのえる せんよう 

フワフワアフロを整えるため、専⽤のコームを使います。

I use a special comb (pick) to keep the shape of my bouncy afro. 

つか

けたば  

ドレッドロックスは⽑束で絡みついたり、⼿平でねじったりもできます。

Locs can be interlocked or palm-rolled in sections of hair.  

く てひら

もしシルク包み込みなしに寝たら 朝が来ると髪の⽑がもつれた髪になってしまいます。
If I sleep on my hair without a wrap, it gon’ be matted in the morning. 

あさ ねつつ         こ く かみ け かみ 

Black Hairstyles & Haircare 
In Japanese

黒⼈のヘアスタイル・⼿⼊れ
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髪質 noun かみしつ Hair type; hair quality

縮れ⽑ noun ちぢれげ Curly hair; kinky hair

くせ⽑  noun くせげ Frizzy hair; kinky hair

ナチュラル・ヘア noun Natural Hair 
  (ストレートパーマをかけずに⽣まれつきの

縮れた⽑質のままで)
Leaving hair in its natural, curly  state

without a perm or straightener

エクステ noun Extensions

アフロ noun Afro

ウイーブ noun Weave

ドレッド noun Dreadlocks

ブレイズ noun Braids

坊主頭ぼうずあたま・坊主刈り ぼうずかり
noun

Buzz cut

ウイッグ・鬘 かつら noun Wig

直⽑ちょくもう noun, no-adj Straight hair

コーンロウ noun Cornrows

頭⽪とうひ noun Scalp

ほぐす verb To untie; to take down (braids)

パサつく verb Dry out; lose moisture

 ツイスト(ひねった髪の⽑)やコーンロウをほぐしたら髪の⽑がくせ⽑
になります。

When I take down (untie) my twists or cornrows, my hair gets a
curvy, wavy texture.

げかみ け かみ け

ていこくじん



かみ          け 

ココナッツオイルとシアバターで髪の⽑が伸ばせるかもしれません。

Coconut oil and shea butter might help my hair grow。

の

ヘアアイロンを⾼い温度で使いまくったら、パクついてしまいます

Straightening irons can dry out hair if there’s too much heat.

おんどたか つか 
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ヘアアイロン noun  Straightening Iron 

フセ noun Dandruff

洗うverb あらう To wash

掻くverb かく To scratch

リーブイントリートメント noun 
Leave-in conditioner 

（流さなくてもいいコンディショナー）

  

⽔分量 noun すいぶんりょう Moisture

verb stem +まくる verb Do too much of

ツーブロック noun Undercut

渦巻線 noun うずまきせん Spiral

チリチリ no-adj Frizzy; nappy

バンダナ noun bandana

植⽑矯正つしょくもうきょうせい noun
Hair Straightening

伸ばすのばす  verb -tr To Grow

髪油 かみあぶら noun Hair oil; grease

ヘアローラー noun Rollers

さらりと  adv Smooth

ぼうずか うずまき

坊主刈りの渦巻がかっこよく⾒えます。

Buzz cut has a really cool spiral.

み

まえ とうひ

ストレートパーマをつける前に頭⽪をかいちゃだめですよ。

Do not scratch or pick at your scalp before putting on perm or relaxer.

なが

フケが出ないようにシャンプーを流して、リーブイントリートメントで髪の⽑を洗います。

To prevent dandruff, I wash my scalp with medicated shampoo and then I use a leave-in
conditioner. 

で あらかみ          け 



エクステやウィーブは髪の⽑に縫い付けたり、編み込んだりもします。

Extensions and weave can be braided in or sewn on from your roots.

かみ          け         ぬ            づ                                 あ         こ
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髪留め noun かみどめ Barrettes, hair pins

先発 noun せんぱつ Washing hair

前髪  noun まえがみ Locks; bangs

編む verb  trあむ To sew

編み込む verb  trあみこむ To sew in 

コーム noun Comb

ブラッシ noun  Brush

おだんご noun Bun

整える verb  ととのえる To do up /fix hair

包む Verb つつむ To wrap

根  noun  ね Root(s)

伸びる verb intのびる To grow

縫い付ける verb tr ぬいづける To sew on

もじゃもじゃadj-no Disheveled hair

柔らかい adj-i やわらかい Soft

かみどめ かざる

ブレイズを髪留めもビーズも飾ることもします。

Sometimes braids are decorated with barrettes and beads. 

すいぶんよう まも

いろいろな髪の⽑の⽔分量を守るヘアアレンジがあります。お団⼦、包み込み、ブレイズ

(アフリカのお下げ) など。
There are different kinds of protective styles: buns, wraps, braids, etc

つつ         こだんご

さ

かみ         け

夜、髪を洗ってから、シルクに髪の⽑を包み込みます。

At night, I wear a silk wrap. 

かみ            あ かみ         け つつ         こ

枝⽑を防ぐために髪の⽑の⽔分量を守るヘアアレンジにします。

I wear my hair in a protective style to prevent damage to my ends. 

えだげ ふせ かみ け すいぶんよう まも



Talking About BLM  & Race in Japanese: 
黒人の命の大切さそして人種について

It’s hard enough talking about racial tensions and the history of oppression in English, let 
alone in another language.  

When I studied abroad in Japan, I remember the one Australian guy in our class of 15 students 
asking me, “Is the U.S. like those American Pie movies?” 

Boi.  

The BLM Movement and Japan is an episode from the Japanese variety show Baribara 
(Barrierfree Variety Show). Alice Sugahara presents African American History in 5 minutes in 
the video that’s the third image from the bottom of the page. I invite you to watch it at your 
convenience. 

The goal of this section isn’t to make you as fluent as Alice but to at least equip you with ways 
to open conversations on racism. It’s tough. Even with family and friends, these are not easy 
concepts to discuss! Still,  it’s important that we have them. 

A note Googling Historical Events and Figures 

There's so much I want to fit into this eBook but I realized early on that it's not feasible. 

Use these phrases as templates and guidelines for conversations. Look up any terms I've 
missed by googling "[term/name/place] 日本語で" ([term/name/place in Japanese). 

Be careful that you're picking a good source. There exists multiple translations for some terms 
and sometimes the word may have no translation and is still in katakana eigo, which we'll talk 
more about in the last portion of this chapter.  

Let’s cause some good trouble. 
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⼈種差別 noun じんしゅさべつ Racism

⼈肌の⾊ noun ひとはだのいろ Skin color

黒⼈ noun こくじん Curly hair; kinky hair

先住⺠  noun せんじゅうみん Indigenous
people

歴史 noun れきし History

⽩⼈⾄上主義 noun はくじんしじょうしゅぎ 
White supremacy 

〜に 影響を与える verb 〜にえいきょうをあたえる
Have an impact on~

先祖伝来 noun せんぞでんらい Legacy

社会全体的 noun しゃかいぜんたいてき Systemic

黒⼈社会 noun こくじんしゃかい 
Black people/society

階級差別 かいきゅうさべつ noun 
Classism

学歴差別 がくれきさべつ 
Educational background discrimination

就職差別 しゅうしょくさべつ noun 
Hiring Discrimination

相談 そうだん noun/suru verb 
Discussion

Black Lives Matter 
In Japanese
⿊⼈の命は⼤切

  いのち たいせつこくじん

じんしゅさべつ にほん

「⼈種差別はここ（⽇本）に存在していない」や「⼈肌の⾊が⾒えない」などは

 BIPOC（黒⼈、先住⺠、有⾊⼈種）の歴史と苦しみを無視するような発⾔です。
Racism doesn’t exist here” or “I don’t see color” are remarks that ignore the

history and suffering of BIPOC.

みそんざい ひとはだ いろ

せんじゅうみん ゆうしょくじんしゅこくじん れきし くる むし はつげん

せんぞでんらい

⼈種差別と⽩⼈⾄上主義の先祖伝来は社会全体的な⼈種差別でまだ黒⼈社会に

影響を与えています。

The legacy of slavery and white supremacy continue to impact Black people
today through systemic racism.

えいきょう       あた

じんしゅさべつ はくじんしじょうしゅぎ しゃかいぜんたいてき じんしゅさべつ こくじんしゃかい

⼈種差別は様々な⾯があります。階級差別、学歴差別、就職差別など。

だからこそ、相談しなければなりません。

Race is connected to many facets of our lives: class, education, career, etc. 
Therefore we must discuss it.

じんしゅさべつ さまざま めん かいきゅうさべつ がくれきさべつ しゅしょくさべつ

そうだん

マイクロアグレッションは⼈と⼈の⼈種差別の種類で悪気がなくても

相⼿を傷つくことを発⾔することです。

Microaggressions are an example of interpersonal racism where people can say harmful things 
even with the best intentions. 

じんしゅさべつ

あいて きず

しゅるい わるぎ

はつげん

私たち個⼈が持つ差別は⼈種に対する意識的、そして潜在意識の考えや思いから基づいています。

Individual racism stems from our beliefs and views on race, be it our conscious or subconscious thoughts.

も さべつ じんしゅ      たい いしきてきわたし こじん かんが お きせんざいいしき
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⽂化盗⽤ noun ぶんかとうよう
Cultural Appropriation

ソーシャル・メディア noun  Social media

アライ（⽀援する⼈） noun  Ally

⽀援  noun しえん Support

⾏動 noun こうどう Action

多様性 noun たようせい 
Diversity

尊重 noun, suru-verb そんじゅう
Respect

インクルーシブ  adj Inclusive

セーフスペース noun Safe space

反⼈種差別 noun はんじんしゅさべつ 
Antiracism

⽂化ぶんか noun  Culture

不可⽋ adj-na ふかけつ 
Crucial

経験 けいけんnoun 
Experience

 批評 ひひょう noun/suru verb 
Criticism; judgement

Black Lives Matter 
In Japanese
⿊⼈の命は⼤切

  いのち たいせつこくじん

ソーシャルメディアでのパフォーマンス的なアライシップは⽂化盗⽤と同じです。

Performative social media allyship is much like cultural appropriation.

多様性を⽀援するため、インクルーシブの（マイノリティのための）セーフスペースを

尊重しなければなりません。

Allyship involves diversity efforts (efforts to make our institutions more diverse and inclusive).

反⼈種差別は⾔葉だけでなく、そのことばを表すように⾏動しなくてはいけません。

Anti-racism is more than a word; it’s an action.

黒⼈社会を⽀援するのであれば、「黒⼈の友だちがいる」や「黒⼈の⽂化が好き」

だけで⾜りません。

Supporting Black people involves more than just having a Black friend or liking Black culture.

アライとして不可⽋なのは黒⼈の経験を批判せずに聞くことです。

Listening to the experiences of Black people without judgement is a crucial part of being an ally

たようせい しえん

そんじゅう

                    てき おなぶんかとうよう

ことば ひょうはんじんしゅさべつ こうどう

しえん こくじんしゃかい こくじん   ぶ んか すこくじん とも

こくじん   けいけん ひひょう き

た

ふかけつ
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司法制度 noun しほうせいど
Justice system

~の件 noun  ~のけん Case(s) of~

 残虐⾏為 noun  ざんぎゃくこうい Police
brutality

抗議デモ  noun こうぎでも Protests

警察 noun けいさつ Police

刑事司法制度 noun けいじしほうせいど
Law enforcement

メディア noun Media

教育制度 noun きょういくせいど Education system

扱う verb あつかう To treat; handle

略奪 noun  りゃくだつ Looting

破壊 noun はかい 
Desturction

⼼理的な虐待 noun しんりてきなぎゃくたい
noun 

Psychological Abuse

 無意味 adj-no むいみ  
Pointless

Black Lives Matter 
In Japanese
⿊⼈の命は⼤切

  いのち たいせつこくじん

アメリカの司法制度は制度的な⼈種差別が強くて、警察による残虐⾏為の件が多いから、

多くの黒⼈とアライが抗議デモをしています。

Because the U.S. justice system is flawed and police brutality is rampant, many Black people and
allies are protesting. 

同じ状況の黒⼈と⽩⼈はメディアや警察、刑事司法制度、

教育制度には同じように扱われていません。

Black people and white people with identical circumstances are treated differently by the media, by
law enforcement, and by the  "justice" system

⼈は略奪や破壊が黒⼈の命より⼤切だと思っています。

People see the looting and destruction of property as more important than the destruction of Black
lives.

黒⼈がガスライティング（⼼理的な虐待）されるのは「黒⼈の命は⼤切ではない」

と伝えているようです。

Every time someone gaslights (psychologically abuses) our lived experience of racism, it tells us we
don't matter.

「みんなの命は⼤切だ」というのはBLMのメッセージを無意味なものにします。
Saying “all lives matter” undermines the BLM movement.

おな      じょうきょう  こくじん    はくじん けいさつ けいじしほうせいど

                                  せいどてきな     じんしゅさべつ        つ                           しほうせいど ざんぎゃくこうい けん     おおけいさつ

きょういくせいど

ひと りゃくだつ      はかい こくじん いのち たいせつ お

つた

おお           こくじん                    こうぎ

おな           あつか

こくじん しんりてき ぎゃくたい               こくじん いのち      たいせつ

いのち たいせつ むいみ



ジューンティーンすは奴隷制の終焉をお祝いする⽇です。

Juneteenth is a holiday that celebrates the abolishment of slavery.

ある黒⼈が社会で成功しているからといって全員の黒⼈はに同じ機会が与えられている

わけではありません。

Just because a Black person is successful, doesn’t mean that all Black lives are afforded the same
opportunities for success.

黒⼈英語は黒⼈が使う英語で、スラングだけではなく、お互いとの絆を深めあうものです。

AAVE/BVE is a form of English that Black people use. It’s more than just slang; it’s language that
helps us feel a connection with one another.

ジムクロウの法律は黒⼈に対する残酷な暴⼒を許した法律でした。

Jim Crow laws were racist laws that normalized cruel violence against Black people.

アメリカ系の公⺠権運動は⼈種隔離を撤廃し、マイノリティに権利を与える運動者に導かれました。

The Civil Rights Era was spearheaded by individuals determined to end segregation and expand the
rights of minorities.
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奴隷制 noun どれいせい
Slavery

終焉 noun  しゅうえん End of

 祝う verb-tr  いわう Celebrate

機会  noun きかい Opportunity

黒⼈英語 noun こくじんえいご  AAVE/BVE (African
American Vernacular English/ Black Vernacular

English

絆 noun きずな
Connection; bond

法律 noun ほうりつ Law

残酷 adj-na ざんこく Cruel

暴⼒ noun ぼうりょくViolence

許す verb ゆるす
Allow; permit

アメリカ系の公⺠権運動 noun 
あめりかけいのこうみんけんうんどう

U.S. Civil Rights Movement

⼈種隔離 noun じんしゅかくり Segregation

運動者 noun うんどうしゃ Activist(s)

Black Lives Matter 
In Japanese
⿊⼈の命は⼤切

  いのち たいせつこくじん

こくじん しゃかい    せいこう ぜんいん こくじん おな きかい あた

       どれいせい しゅうえん        いわ ひ

                                    

こくじんえいご      こくじん  つか えいご

ほうりつ    こくじん たい ざんこく      ぼうりょく   ゆる ほうりつ

たが きずな 

けい こうみんけんうんどう     じんしゅかくり てっぱい けんり あた うんどうしゃ みち

                                    



How to Not Trip on Them Writing Systems 

Japanese has three writing systems: 

平仮名 [HEE-RAH-GAH-NAH] hiragana & 片仮名 [KAH-TAH-KAH-NAH] katakana 
(collectively referred to as 仮名 [KAH-NAH] kana) 

漢字 [KAH-N-JEE] kanji, which literally translates as Chinese characters. 

Kanji are ideograms or picture words that originated in China. They were brought to Japan 
from Korea as early as the year 513. Kana also originates from kanji. 

Should You Learn All Three?  

Yes. There’s no cutting corners! 

Where Should I Start?  

Hiragana is the best system to start with. Children’s books are generally written in only 
hiragana. 

Katakana takes a minute to get used to because of its unique usage. 

Katakana can be used for onomatopoeia  (擬音語と擬態語 giongo to gitaigo [GEE-OH-N-GOH 
TOH GHEE-TAH-EE-GOH]）that encompass everything from animal sounds to the “sound” 
of someone getting angry. 

It’s also used for カタカナ英語 [KAH-TAH-KAH-NAH-EH-EE-GOH] ] Katakana Eigo, which 
are words in English that is brought into Japanese.  

Last but not least, katakana is a big part of 和製英語 [WAH-SEH-EE-EH-EE-GOH] Wasei Eigo 
or Japanese-made English. This is the source of many false cognates. 

For example, コンセント konsento [KOH-N-SEH-N-TOH] doesn’t refer to the English word 
consent but an abbreviation of concentric plug or electric outlet. 
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Katakana also has an interesting function as a way to emphasize sound or “otherness.” 
British-born author Kazuo Ishiguro’s name is written in katakana on his books that have been 
translated from English into Japanese.  

What’s the Best Way to Practice? 

Use online flashcards to play matching games and practice with 原稿用紙 genkōyōshi 
[GEH-N-KO-YO-SHEE] Japanese writing paper that comes with grids to help maintain the 
spaces in characters. 

For ideas on how you can practice this with your little ones, check out chapter 4 

Also, read frequently. 

Once you start to recognize hiragana and katakana better, this will help you learn kanji. 

Memorizing readers for kanji can be difficult, even for native speakers!  

That’s why there’s ruby readings or furigana 振り仮名 [FOO-REE-GAH-NAH]. 

It’s hiragana (sometimes katakana) written above kanji.  

In the case of the graphic earlier, “Black Lives Matter” is written in katakana above BLM to 
help with explaining what BLM stands for. 

How Long Will It Take Me To Learn? 

This isn’t like learning the alphabet or cursive. Instead of 27 letters (54 if you count lowercase 
and uppercase), there’s 100+ characters to learn because of all the variations. It’s a big number 
but trust me, the more you read and write, the better. 

I’ve seen people get the hang of kana in a few weeks. It’s different when you’re taking a class  
because you’ll get quizzed on it. But if you’re going at your own pace, you can give yourself a  
lot of leeway.  

Kanji 

Kanji are split into what’s called radicals or 偏 hen [HEH-N]. Even the most complex kanji can  
be broken down into smaller parts.  

Here’s a screen shot from a kanji look-up dictionary that I use. 
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On’yomi and Kun’yomi 

On’yomi 音読み [OH-N-YOH-MEE] is the Chinese reading of characters. It’s usually used for 
compound characters (characters used in combination with each other), but there are some 
exceptions.  

訓読み [KUH-N-YOH-MEE] is used when characters are followed by kana. It’s most commonly 
seen with verbs and adjectives.  

Nanori 

名乗り nanori [NAH-NOH-REE] refers to the readings of Japanese names, which can vary from 
person to person. The best way to find out the reading of someone’s name is to ask them. I also 
like to use this site to help with looking up names! 

For melanated resources on learning Japanese or learning Japanese with a socially-conscious 
perspective, refer to the resource page.  
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3: MELANINTRO TO SPANISH  
 

A note on gender neutral language:  
 
You might have seen the gender neutral e used, like in hijes [EE-HEZ]. I use x often, like Latinx 
[LAH-TEE-NIHKS] too.  
 
I try my best with this because I don't like to assume gender. As a Black woman with a white, 
masculine name, I often get misgendered.  
 
Discovering and Understanding Afro-latinidad   
 
I never knew that someone could be Black and Latinx until I met my husband Javier.  
 
Javier is not Afro-latino, but he was very tan when we met. (skin was considerably dark when 
we first met but living in the Minnesota cold has changed that) He was darker than any other 
Spanish-speaking person I had ever known.  
 
When he started to refer to me as “la morena,” I got confused. I thought “negra” meant Black. 
Where the heck did this term “morena” come from?  
 
“If I’m morena, what are you?” I finally asked him one day.  
 
He shrugged. “Moreno pero Mexicano.” (I am dark-skinned but I’m Mexican.)   
 
“So...are you Black?”  
 
“No, I’m Mexican. Well, there are Afro-Mexican people.”  
 
The cogs in my brain did some turning. I had to look at this from a different perspective. 
 
At first I couldn't see how someone could be both. Checking “no” on the questions that read, 
“are you Hispanic or Latino?” and then checking “Black/African-American” on the next 
question wired my brain to separate the idea of someone being Afro-latinx.  
 
In conclusion, I had never known anyone Afro-Latinx well enough to ask questions. I was 
aware that multiracial people exist, of course, but I had never wondered much about the 
history of the diaspora.  
 
Another time I noticed the difference in color was when my school took me and Javier to see 
Love in the Time of Cholera at Mixed Blood Theatre, a multicultural theatre company based in 
Minneapolis. The same theatre company held a panel on Anti-Blackness in Latin America. One 
of the panelists, an Afro-Honduran actor, talked about the common incredulity in the Black 
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community when Latinx individuals talk about being Afrolatinx. I loved it when they explained  
it as, “Same ship, different destination.”  

I’m still unlearning and relearning the history of Spanish colonization of the Americas. Hernán  
Cortéz was definitely not the good guy. My history textbook told the story of the victor.  

And my Spanish language textbooks didn’t do much justice either. 

I don’t remember seeing people like me speaking Spanish. I’d never read a textbook that  
featured Black people that weren’t just stock photos or the illustrator deciding to randomly  
use darker colors.  

We had never brought up race in my middle school Spanish class. I wish that my teacher  
would have talked about how ⅓ of Spanish speakers worldwide are Afro-descendants.  

Despite the very strong presence of melanin in the Spanish-speaking world, colorism deeply  
impacts representation for Afro-latinx individuals everywhere.  

Black people should travel and see the world beyond what whitewashed textbooks have to  
offer. Beyond the limiting and sometimes inaccurate portrayal of non-white people on the big  
screen.  

We have to learn the history and impact of colonization. Otherwise, how can we know where  
we’re headed? 

With that in mind, I invite you to start speaking with the knowledge of this chapter. Just by  
introducing yourself and acknowledging your identity, you’re opening a conversation about  
race. I invite you to use some of the phrases later on in this chapter as a springboard to those  
conversations that need to be had.   

Reflection: 

What ways have you encountered or experienced colorism while learning Spanish? While in a  
Spanish-speaking country or environment?  
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Textbooks Don’t Talk, People Do  

 
Demographics can largely influence how you build your community. Thanks to the internet, 
we’re able to connect with people from all over the world. When utilizing the right resources, 
you can definitely find an environment that will inspire you to keep learning Spanish.  
 
Think about the people in your life that you can practice Spanish with daily. If the list is short 
or non-existent, keep reading to learn about how we can change that.  

El Elefante in the Room: Do We Really Need Textbooks? 

 
I got beef with textbooks.  
 
I struggle with using them outside of a classroom setting.  
 
Here are my other main concerns:  1) Will I ever go back and review a textbook? 2) How can I 
retain what I have learned from a textbook? 3) Will my 1 year old rip pages out of my textbook?  
 
If anything, textbooks serve as a starting point and even as a reference, but they can’t replace 
real conversations.  
 
Have you ever used a textbook to learn Spanish? I used Realidades in middle school and the 
only word I remember from there is aguila (eagle). Practical, right? You never know when one 
will swoop down one day.  
 
Jokes aside, I don’t see textbooks as practical. I’m the kind of person who likes to find 
explanations for concepts that I’ve already been exposed to. That way, I have real instances to 
use as an example! Learning Spanish that way has been enjoyable for me because I rely less on 
study materials and more on my personal experience to guide me.  
 
Maybe you’re the opposite or you’ve gone about studying Spanish a different way. However 
you approach learning Spanish, ensure that you have someone who you can speak the 
language with.  

Make it Mandatory: How to Give Yourself a Push to Speak Spanish 

 
Speaking Spanish works better when you have a connection with someone. Nobody likes 
talking to a screen or a textbook.  
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Consider getting a tutor, doing some pro bono work, or even signing up for a language  
exchange. 

The beauty of language is that conversations can come up anywhere! I speak Spanish with our  
mailman, for example. I’ve had conversations with people at the grocery store. You never  
know! 

Speaking Spanish: The Basics

Similarities between Spanish and English 

 Spanish and English are a part of two different language families (Romantic and Germanic,  
respectively), but they have linguistic similarities.  

Spanish uses the Latin alphabet along with the additional letter, ñ. The letters h, j, r, and y  
have different names: 

h  AH-CHAY 

j  HOH-TAH 

r  EH-RAY 

y  EE-GREE-EY-GAH 

Dem Tildes Tho… 

What are tildes? A tilde can refer to the squiggly line that goes over the n in ñ. In Spanish, it 
also refers to the accent mark that goes over vowels in Spanish. You can ask if a word is sin 
(without)[SEEN] or con [COHN ](with) tilde or el acento [EHL-AH-SEHN-TOH].  

I used to fear the tilde. I always thought, how am I supposed to know where it goes? 

Pro tip, if you have an Android, installing Gboard and adding the Spanish language to your 
keyboard will automatically add tildes to words. That’s been very helpful for conversations 
with my husband. Adding the tilde can change the meaning or context of words, as you’ll see 
below.  
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A. Como can mean “I eat,” but it also means “like, such as.” Cómo is the question form. It 
means “how?” It’s also better to say this instead of “¿Qué?” when you don’t understand 
something. Think of it as “come again?” 

 
Como como como means “I eat like I eat.”  
 
¿Cómo haces yuuuu como Supermán? “How do you yuuuu like Superman?” 
  

B. Que refers to the word “that” when explaining while Qué is the question form for 
“what?”  
 

¿Qué pasó? “What happened?”  
 
Sé que estás seguro. “I know that you’re safe.”  
 

C. El is the masculine article and Él refers to the pronoun he.  
 
Él está en el baño. “He is in the bathroom.”  
 

D. Tú is the personal pronoun “you” and tu is the possessive form “yours”. Mí is “me” and 
mi is “mine.”  
 

Tú eres morenx “You are Black.”  
Tu vida es importante “Your life matters.”  
 
Mi vida es importante “My life matters.”  
A mí me encanta ser morenx “I love being Black.”  
 

E. Si means “if” and sí i means “yes.”  
 

Si dices que sí, nos casamos. If you say yes, we’ll marry.  
 
Verbs in both languages change depending on tense (past, present, and future). Conjugation in 
Spanish has some more unique forms, like the subjunctive.   
 
One big difference between English and Spanish is the use of articles. El and La, masculine and 
feminine articles respectively, precede nouns. In English, it’s just “the” and “a.” There’s no 
gender assigned. Also, just wait until you meet the neuter article, Lo! And the indirect object 
pronoun, Le.  
 
Also, adjectives follow after nouns in Spanish. There are some instances where the adjective 
comes before; (bueno is one tricky word).  
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Bien Vs Bueno Vs Buen  
 
A good rule of thumb to remember for bueno/a:  
 

If an adjective comes before a singular masculine noun (emphasis), it needs to be buen 
 

Ex. Correr es un buen ejercicio (Running sure is good exercise)  
 

If an adjective comes after a singular masculine noun, it can be bueno  
 

Ex. Correr es un ejercicio bueno (Running is a good workout) 
 
 
Bien is an adverb meaning “well.” When you want to say that you are well, you’d say estoy bien, 
not estoy bueno, which means “I’m hot.” No one’s denying that, but let’s not get it twisted. 
 
Capitalization 
 
Lastly, as you start getting more comfortable writing in Spanish, you’ll notice that 
capitalization rules are different, too.  
 
Languages, nationalities, religions, the first word in geographical names, days of the week, and 
months are not capitalized in Spanish. 
 
Regional Differences 
 
Another quick note I’d like to add are the regional differences in Spanish.  
 
My nickname for my son is chanchito (piggy). My friend from Nicaragua taught me this word. 
When I used the word with my sister-in-law, who lives in Mexico, she got confused. Pig in 
Mexican Spanish is marrano or cerdo.  
 
Given how Spanish is spoken all over the world, there are bound to be some regional 
differences! Similarly, British English and US English have differences, too.  
 
A really great source that indicates regional differences is SpanishDict but I also like going on 
Instagram and following Spanish-speaking accounts from different countries, too.  
 
For the survival phrases, I’ll include a pronunciation guide but later on, I encourage you to use 
SpanishDict to help with accents, pronunciation, etc.  
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3 Must-Know Tips for Getting Comfortable with Conjugation 

 
Conjugation charts look intimidating, don’t they?  
 
After swearing off textbooks and charts, I focused on hearing natural Spanish as much as 
possible. Looking at conjugation charts now serve as reinforcement for my learning. I do not 
rely on them. No one should!  
 
I know, my middle school Spanish teacher would be glaring daggers at me right now but I said 
it and I stand by it! 
 
There are three moods in Spanish:  
 

Mood  Explanation  Example 

Indicative  Telling it like it is  You are reading my book. 

Imperative   Telling someone what to do  You better read my book.  

Subjunctive   Telling someone what you 
wish, desire, or are unsure of 

I hope that you read my book 

 
The subjunctive form doesn’t exist in English, so it can be tricky to use and explain. Let’s use 
“have” as an example.  
 
Ten un buen día [TEHN-UN-BWEN-DEE-AH] “Have a good day” is imperative.  
  
Espero que tengas un buen día [ES-PEH-ROH-KEH-BWEN-DEE-AH] “I hope you have a good 
day.”  is subjunctive.  
 
Spanish also uses various tenses:  
 

Tense  Explanation  Example  Translation 

Present  What’s happening 
now 

Yo como las galletas  I eat cookies.  

Past  What happened (and 
ended) 

Yo comí las galletas  I ate cookies last 
night.  
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Imperfect  1 What happened (and 
continues) 

Yo comía cuando 
estuve chica/o/e 

I ate cookies as a kid.  

Conditional  Telling what could be   Yo comería galletas  I would eat cookies. 

Future  Telling what will be  Yo comeré galletas  I will eat cookies. 

 
In the years that I’ve spent living with a native speaker, here are some tips that someone could 
have told me before I got entangled in the wonderful word of conjugation.  
 
 
 

1. Learn the conjugation for irregular verbs (like ir, venir, estar, ser, haber, etc.) 
 
Get those irregular verbs down, y’all. This is super important because many of the 
irregular verbs are high frequency words too. You may actually be familiar with some 
of the forms like “soy” or “eres” from the verb “ser.”   
 
Or the fact that “hay” is a conjugated form of “haber” might surprise you! Either way, 
it’s good to have these down.  
 

2. Distinguish between the imperative and subjunctive moods of verbs as much as 
possible.  

 
Sometimes it’s easy to mask your uncertainty with conjugation, but you want to 
confidently tell your little ones to put on their clothes or wash their hands.  
 

3. Check ya spelling!   
 
My husband uses a lot of shorthand (or he just straight up misspells words) and it leads 
me to fall into some bad spelling habits! Make a habit out of getting the spelling down 
for conjugations. It will help you pick up on patterns a lot faster!  

 
 
Ok. Breathe. I know that I just put a lot on the table. Honestly, making mistakes is a part 
of how we grow. I certainly make them.  
 
One time while I was arguing with my husband, I told him to stop acting like he was 
perfect. “¡No actuas como eres perfecto!”  
 

1 In Spanish, imperfect and past tenses (preterite) are not always interchangeable as it depends on the 
context. Imperfect is for habitual actions that have no end while past tense is used for a specific point in 
time.   
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Without missing a beat, he corrected me, “No actúes.”  

Or that time I told him, “Eres una idiota,” and he replied, “Un idiota.” 

What are some mistakes you’ve made in Spanish? Or what are some mistakes that  
you’re afraid of making?   

Survival Phrases in Spanish 

Beyond “¡Hola! ¿Cómo estás?” & “Adios!” 

Me llamo~ [MEH-YAH-MOH] 
Meaning: My name is (lit. I am called) 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  

Mi nombre es~ [MEE NOHM-BREH EHS] 
Meaning: My name is~ 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  

¿Cuál es tu nombre? [KWAHL EHS TOO NOHM-BREH] 
Meaning: What is your name?   
Politeness level: Casual to formal  

¿Cómo te llamas? [KOH-MOH TEH YAH-MAS] 
Meaning: What is your name? (lit. How are you called? 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  

¡Cuánto tiempo! [KWAHN-TOH TYEHM-POH] 
Meaning: It’s been a minute!  
Politeness level: Casual to formal  

¿Cómo están todos/ustedes? [KOH-MOH EHS-TAHN TOH-DOHS/OOS-TEH-DEHS] 
Meaning: How is everyone?  
Politeness level: Causal with “todos” but formal with “ustedes”  
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¿Bueno? [BWEH-NOH] 
Meaning: Hello? (on the phone)  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
¿Qué pedo? [KEH-PEH-DOH] 
Meaning: What up?  
Politeness level: Very casual, greeting between friends and family that’s common in Mexico  
 
Mas tarde [MAHS TAHR-DEH] 
Meaning: See you later. 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  
 
Ten un buen día [TEN-UHN-BWEN-DEE-AH] 
Meaning: Have a good day. 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  
 
Dios te bendiga ]DEE-OHS TEH BEHN-DEE-GAH[ 
Meaning: God Bless (Can be used as hello or goodbye)  
Politeness level: Casual to formal  
 
Cuidense mucho [KWEE-DEHN-SEH MOO-CHO] 
Meaning: Take care! 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  
 
Hasta la próxima/mañana [AH-STAH LAH PROHK-SEE-MAH/MAH-NYAH-NAH] 
Meaning: See you later! (lit. until the next time/tomorrow)  
Politeness level: Casual to formal  
 
Nos vemos [NOHS VEH-MOHS] 
Meaning: See you! 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  
 
 

More than “Gracias” and “De nada” 
 
Muchas gracias [MOO-CHAHS- GRAH-SYAHS] 
Meaning: Thank you so much 
Politeness level: Polite 
 
Mil gracias  [MEEHL-GRAH-SYAHS] 
Meaning: Thanks a ton (lit. a thousand thanks)  
Politeness: Casual to polite 
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Muchisimas gracias [MOO-CHEE-SEE-MAHS GRAH-SYAHS] 
Meaning: Thank you 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  
 
Estoy agradecida/o/e [EHS-TOY AH-GRAH-DEH-SEE-DOH/DAH/DEH] 
Meaning: I’m thankful 
Politeness level: Casual 
 
Está bien, no pasa nada [TOH-DOH EHS-TAH-BYEHN NOH-PAH-SAH-NAH-DAH] 
Meaning: It’s all good 
Politeness level: Casual 
 
No hay problema [NOH AY PROH-BLEH-MAH] 
Meaning: No problem 
Politeness level: Casual 
 
No, gracias a ti [NOH GRAH-SYAHS AH TEE] 
Meaning: No, thank you 
Politeness level: Casual to polite 
 
 

 
Apologies  

 
Lo siento [LOH-SEE-N-TOH] 
Meaning: I’m sorry (lit. I feel it)  
Politeness level: Casual to polite 
 
Lo siento mucho [LOH-SEE-N-TOH MOO-CHO] 
Meaning: I’m so sorry  
Politeness level: Casual to polite 
 
Me equivoque [MEH-EH-KEE-BOH-KEH] 
Meaning: I was wrong, I got it wrong  
Politeness level: Casual to polite 
 
Perdón [PEHR-DOHN] 
Meaning: Excuse me, I’m sorry 
Politeness level: Formal 
 
Disculpa [DIS-KUHL-PAH] 
Meaning: Sorry, I didn’t do it on purpose  
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Politeness level: Formal 
 
No lo hice a propósito [NOH LOH EE-SEH AH PROH-POH-SEE-TOH] 
Meaning: I didn’t do it on purpose  
Politeness level: Casual 
 

 
 

Asking Questions 
 
 
¿Cómo se llama eso? [KOH-MOH SEH YAH-MAH EH-SOH] 
Meaning: What's that called? 
Politeness level: Casual 
 
¿Cómo se dice ~ en español? (KOH-MOH SEH DEE-SEH ~ EHN EHS-PAH-NYOHL) 
Meaning: How do you say ~ in Spanish?  
Politeness level: Casual  
 
¿Podrías enseñarme cómo se dice ~ en español? [POH-DREE-AHS EHN-SEH-NYAHR MEH 
KOH-MOH SEH DEE-SEH ~ EHN EHS-PAH-NYOHL] 
Meaning: Could you tell me how to say ~ in Spanish?  
Politeness level: Polite 
 
¿Sería tan amable de enseñarme Que significa~? [SEH-REE-A TAHN AH-MAH-BLE DEH 
EHN-SEH-NYAHR MEH KEH SEEG-NEE-FEE-KAH] 
Meaning: Would you be so kind as to tell me what ~ means?  
Politeness level: Polite 
 
¿Que significa~? [KEH SEEG-NEE-FEE-KAH] 
Meaning: What does ~ mean?  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
A ver , repítelo, porfa  [AH-VER REH-PEE-TEH-LOH POHR-FAH] 2

Meaning: C’mon, repeat that, please.  
Politeness level: Casual 
 
¿Podrías repetirlo, por favor? [POH-DREE-AHS REH-PEH-TEER-LOH POHR-FAH-VOHR ] 
Meaning: Could you repeat that please?  
Politeness level: Formal 
 

2 Can have several meanings but it literally means “to see.” Also, “ok,” “show me,” etc.  
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¿Qué dijiste? [KEH DEE-HEES-TEH] 
Meaning: What did you say?  
Politeness level: Casual 

¿Cómo? [KOH-MOH] 
Meaning: What?  
Politeness level: Casual 

¿Dónde se pone la tilde/el acento? [DOHN-DEH SEH POH-NEH LAH TEEL-DEH/EHL 
AH-SEHN-TOH] 
Meaning: Where do I place the accent?  
Politeness level: Polite 

¿Podrías enseñarme cómo son las letras? [POH-DREE-AHS EHN-SEH-NYAHR MEH 
KOH-MOH SOHN LAHS LEH-TRAS] 
Meaning: Could you show me how to spell that?  
Politeness level: Polite 

Explaining Things 

Es como.... [EHS KOH-MOH] 
Meaning: It’s like… 
Politeness level: Can be casual or formal depending on how the sentence ends 

Intento decir que… [EN-TEHN-TOH DEH-SEER KEH[ 
Meaning: I’m trying to say that… 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  

Creo que… [KREH-OH KEH] 
Meaning: I believe that  
Meaning: Casual to formal 

Es porque… [EHS POHR-KEH] 
Meaning: It’s because 
Politeness level: Casual to formal 

Es sólo que… [EHS SOH-LOH KEH[ 
Meaning: It’s just that… 
Politeness level: Casual to formal  

Me gustaría decir que… [MEH GOOS-TAH-REE-AH KEH] 
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Meaning: I’d like to say that  
Politeness level: Casual to formal 

Es así…[EHS AH-SEE] 
Meaning: It’s like this… 
Politeness level: Casual to formal 

Saying Yes and No 
Claro que si [KLAH-ROH KEH SEE] 
Meaning: Of course! 
Politeness level: Casual to polite  

Me suena bien [MEH SWEH-NAH BYEHN] 
Meaning: Sounds good to me  
Politeness level: Casual to polite  

Me parece bien [MEH PAH-REH-SEH BYEHN] 
Meaning: Looks good to me  
Politeness level: Casual to polite  

Por supuesto [POHR SOO-PWEHS-TOH] 
Meaning: Of course!  
Politeness level: Casual to polite 

No entiendo [NOH EHN-TEE-EHN-DOH] 
Meaning: It’s been a minute!  
Politeness level: Casual to formal  

Espero/creo que no [ES-PEH-ROH KEH/KREH-OH KEH NOH] 
Meaning: I don’t think so/I hope not  
Politeness level: Casual to polite  

No lo necesito/no lo quiero [NOH LOH NEH-SEH-SEE-TOH/KEE-EH-ROH] 
Meaning: I don’t need it  
Politeness level: Casual 

Creo que no lo necesito/no lo quiero  
[KREH-OH KEH NOH LOH NEH-SEH-SEE-TOH/KEE-EH-ROH] 
Meaning: I don’t believe that i need it/want it 
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Politeness level: Formal 

No, gracias [NOH GRAH-CEE-AHS]  
Meaning: No, thank you  
Politeness level: Polite 



I wear my hair in a protective style to prevent damage to my ends.
Peino mi pelo en el estilo que protege a mis puntas.

There are different kinds of protective styles: buns, wraps, braids, etc.
Hay varias formas de estilos que protegen el pelo: peinado de cebolla, cabello

envuelto, trenzas, etc.

Black Hairstyles & Haircare 
In Spanish
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Las extensiones noun  Extensions

Las Cortinas de cabello  noun Weave

El Pelo chino noun adj Curly hair

El Pelo lacio noun adj Straight hair

El Pelo corto  noun くせげ Short hair

El Pelo Largo noun Long Hair

El Afro noun Afro

Las trenzas noun Braids

Las trenzas rastas noun Dreadlocks

El encogimiento noun  Shrinkage

El humedo noun Moisture

Peinar verb To put/fix hair up

Envuelto adj Wrapped (hair)

Proteger verb Protect 

El estilo verb Style

At night, I wear a special silk wrap to keep it smooth. 
Para mantenerlo suave, envuelvo mi pelo en un pañuelo de tela especial en la noche.

I use a special comb (pick) to keep the shape of my bouncy afro. 
Uso un peine especial para mantener la forma de mi afro abundante.

When I take down (untie) my twists or cornrows, my hair gets a curvy, wavy texture. 
Cuando desamarro mis trenzas, dejo mi pelo rizado.



Straightening irons can dry out hair 
if there’s too much heat. 

Las planchas de cabello pueden secar la humedad del pelo 
si la temperatura es demasiado alta.

To prevent dandruff, I wash my scalp with medicated shampoo and then I use a leave-in conditioner. 
Para que no tenga caspa, lavo mi cuero cabelludo con champú medicado después yo dejo

acondicionador adentro.

Black Hairstyles & Haircare 
In Spanish
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Las Planchas de cabello noun  Hair iron

Caspa  noun Dandruff

El Champú medico noun Medicated Shampoo

Torcer  verb Twist

Girar verb Twist

Rascar verb To Scratch

Tocar verb  ToTouch

El  cuero cabelludo noun Scalp

La  permanente noun Perm

Desrizado noun  Relaxer

Los postizos de cabello noun Weave

Trenzar verb To braid

Pegar  verb  To glue

Las raíces noun Roots 

Coser verb To Sew

Extensions and weave can be braided in, sewn on, or glued on from someone's roots.
Las extensiones y los postizos de cabellos se pueden coser, trenzar, o pegar desde los raíces.

Locs can be interlocked or palm-rolled.  
Las rastas se pueden torcer o girar con las manos.

Do not scratch or pick at your scalp 
before putting on perm or relaxer. 

No rasques o toques el cuero cabelludo 
antes de hacer una permanente o poner un desrizado de pelo.



If I sleep on my hair without a wrap, it gon’ be all matted in the morning.
Si duermo sin un pañuelo, será enmarañado en la mañana.

Every month I go to the barber shop to get my head shaved. 
Cada mes voy a la estilista para cortar/rapar mi pelo.

Black Hairstyles & Haircare 
In Spanish
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Las  cuentas noun  Beads

Pelo torcido adj Braided Hair

Pelo rapado adj  Buzz cut hair

El eceite de coco noun Coconut oil 

La manteca de karité  noun  Shea butter

Pañuelo noun Hair wrap

Pelo enmarañado adj Matted, messy hair

Cortar verb To cut

Crecer verb To grow

Ondulación noun  Spiral

Liga noun Hair tie

Pelo grueso adj Thick hair

Pelo  delgado adj Thin hair

Retorcer verbTo twist

Peluca noun Wig

Coconut oil and shea butter might help my hair grow. 
El aceite de coco y la manteca de karité ayudan a crecer mi pelo.

Buzz cut hair has a really cool spiral. 
El pelo rapado tiene una ondulación perfecta.

Sometimes braids are decorated with barrettes and beads. 
A veces el pelo torcido o las trenzas se decoran con decoraciones o las cuentas.



“Racism doesn’t exist here” or “I don’t see color” are remarks that ignore the history & suffering of BIPOC. 
“El racismo no existe aquí” o “No veo el color” son comentarios que ignoran la historia y el sufrimiento del

BIPOC (personas negras, indígenas, o de color).

The legacy of slavery and white supremacy continue to impact Black people today
through systemic racism. 

El legado de la esclavitud y la supremacía blanca continúan impactando a los negros hoy
en día a través del racismo sistémico.

Talking About Las vidas negras importan (BLM)
In Spanish

Racism / Racismo
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El  racismo noun  Racism

Personas negras, indígenas, o de color (BIPOC)
noun Black, Indigienous, People of Color

(BIPOC)

El legado de esclavitud  noun The legacy of
slavery

La supremacia blanca noun White Supremacy

La clase noun Class

La educación  noun Education

La carrera noun Career

La raza noun Race

Una cosa dañina noun  Something harmful

La creencia noun Belief

El punto noun Viewpoint

Los  pensamientos noun Thoughts

El racismo sistémico  noun Systemic
Racism

Race is connected to many facets of our lives: class, education, career, etc. therefore we must discuss it.
La raza está conectada a muchas partes de nuestras vidas: clase, educación, carrera, etc. por lo tanto

debemos discutirlo.
Microaggressions are an example of interpersonal racism where people can say harmful

things even with the best intentions. 
Las microagresiones son un ejemplo de racismo interpersonal donde las personas

pueden decir cosas dañinas sin intenciones.

Individual racism stems from our beliefs and views on race, be it our conscious or
subconscious thoughts. 

El racismo individual proviene de nuestras creencias y puntos de vista sobre la raza, ya sea
nuestros pensamientos conscientes o subconscientes.



Performative social media allyship is much like cultural appropriation.
Aliados performativos son personas que apoyan a el movimiento sólo para llamar la atención de ellos

mismos. Es como la apropiación cultural.

Allyship involves diversity efforts (efforts to make our institutions more diverse and inclusive). 
Ser un aliado implica esfuerzos de diversidad (esfuerzos para hacer nuestras instituciones más

diversas e inclusivas).

Talking About Las vidas negras importan (BLM)
In Spanish

Allyship / Ser Aliado
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Antirracismo noun  Anti-racism

Apropriación cultural noun Cultural
Appropriation

Diversidad  noun Diversity

Los juzgarlos noun Judgement

Colorismo noun Colorism

Color  de piel/ Tez de piel noun Skin color/tone

La cultura  noun Culture

La  experencia noun Experience

Inclusiva noun Inclusive

Instituciones noun  Institutions

Brutalidad policial noun Police Brutality

Estado de~ verb State of~

El  gobierno noun The Government

Inmigrante  noun Immigrant

Anti-racism is more than a word; it’s an action. 
El antirracismo es más que una palabra; es una acción.

Supporting Black people involves more than just having a Black friend or liking Black culture. 
Para apoyar a las personas negras, tienes que hacer mas que sólo tener un amigo negro o que

le guste la cultura negra.

Listening to the experiences of Black people without judgement is a crucial part of being an ally. 
Escuchar las experiencias de los negros sin juzgarlos es una parte crucial de ser un aliado.



Because the U.S. justice system is flawed and police brutality is rampant, many Black people & allies protest. 
Debido a que el sistema de justicia de Estados Unidos es defectuoso y la brutalidad policial es desenfrenada,

muchos negros y aliados protestan.

Black people and white people with identical circumstances are treated differently by the
media (double standard), by law enforcement, by the "justice" system, by the educational

system, by the companies we work for. 
Los negros y los blancos con circunstancias idénticas son tratados de manera diferente (doble
moral) por los medios de comunicación, por las fuerzas del orden, por el sistema de "justicia",

por el sistema educativo, por las empresas para las que trabajamos.

Talking About Las vidas negras importan (BLM)
In Spanish

Protests / Manifestaciónes
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Manipula psicológicament  noun Gaslighting
(psychological abuse)

La  detrucción noun Destruction

Sistema de justicia noun Justice System

Protestar verb  To protest

Doble moral noun Double Standard

Insultar verb To insult

Segregación  racial noun Racial
Segregation

Discriminación noun Descrimination

Some people see the looting and destruction of property as more important than the
destruction of Black lives.

Algunas personas piensan que la destrucción de la propiedad es más importante que la
destrucción de las vidas negras.

Every time someone gaslights us about racism, it tells us we don't matter.
Cuando alguien nos manipula psicológicamente sobre racismo, es como decir que nuestras

experiencias no son importantes.

Saying “all lives matter” undermines the BLM movement. 
La frase "todas las vidas importan" es un insulto al movimiento BLM.



Juneteenth is a holiday that celebrates the abolishment of slavery. 
El 19 (diecinueve) de junio es un día festivo que celebra el final de la esclavitud.

Just because a Black person is successful, doesn’t mean that all Black lives are afforded the
same opportunities.

El hecho de que una persona negra sea éxitosa, no significa que todas las vidas de los negros
tengan las mismas oportunidades.

Talking About Las vidas negras importan (BLM)
In Spanish

Black History / Historia Negra
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AAVE  (El inglés vernáculo afroamericano) 
 noun African American Vernacular English

Las leyes Jim Crow noun Jim Crow Laws

El Movimiento por los derechos civiles  noun
The Civil Rights Movement

Día  de liberación/emancipación (diecinueve de
junio) noun  Juneteenth

La conexión noun Connection

El  lenguaje/idioma noun language

Los  derechos noun Rights

La violencia noun Violence

AAVE (African American Vernacular English) is a form of English that Black people use.
It’s more than just slang; it’s language that helps us feel a connection with one another. 
AAVE (El inglés vernáculo afroamericano) es una forma de inglés que los negros usan. 

Es más que un dialecto; es un lenguaje que nos ayuda a sentir una conexión con los demás.

Jim Crow laws were racist laws that normalized cruel violence against Black people.  
Las leyes Jim Crow eran leyes racistas que normalizaban la violencia cruel contra los negros.

The Civil Rights Era was spearheaded by individuals determined to end segregation and expand the rights
of minorities. 

El Movimiento por los derechos civiles fue encabezada por individuos decididos a terminar con la
segregación y expandir los derechos de las minorías.



4: RAISING MELANATED MULTILINGUALS 
 

Immersion Starts at Home with Family 

 
What if I told you that learning a language with family (chosen or not) increases your chances 
of success?  
 
And I’m not talking about having a support system.  
 
Communicating with family in another language can make learning consistent and 
comfortable.  
 
It's OK if you don't consider yourself fluent yet. When Black children see people who are Black 
like them rocking languages, they internalize that! 
 
Another common concern that I hear about is resistance from children, either overt or subtle.  
 
Maybe they’ll outwardly claim that they don’t want to hear family speaking to them in another 
language. Or maybe they’ll respond to you in English despite your initiating the conversation 
in another language.  
 
I did go through a lot of this back when I taught Japanese at Concordia Language Villages 
(CLV). It’s an immersion language learning program that hosts seasonal sessions in 15 different 
languages. They put heavy emphasis on comprehensible input, in which we used gestures and 
visual cues to help children expand their vocabulary.  
 
A great example of this is meal time. It’s easier to talk about eating when you’re making eating 
motions with your hands. Pointing to a red piece of paper and saying “rojo” is another 
example. A lot of this can be accomplished with reading and interactive activities—and we did 
plenty at that kid’s camp!  
 
For about two months, I instructed kids between the ages of 7-18. I was shocked that there 
weren’t more Black children at the camp.  
 
We had Japanese camp counselors but none of them were in leadership positions. I still have 
very mixed feelings about that job, but it gave me first-hand experience at teaching Japanese 
to little ones.  
 
I now use a lot of the techniques that I learned from that job with my son and will continue to 
use them as he gets older. The good news is that I get to share those strategies with you in this 
chapter!  
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Plus, I know it’s a ton of energy to keep up one-way conversations or deal with a child saying, 
“Huh? I don’t know what that means!”  
 
Translating and interpreting on the fly ain’t a walk in the park either. That’s why I’ve included 
a worksheet for you to prepare for different situations! 
 

Why Black Families Should Speak Different Languages  

Lifelong Impact 

 
Children remember effort and dedication. Right now it’s like planting a seed.  
 
Nurturing their little brains now gives them an advantage, too. They will be more likely to pick 
up a language in the future. 
 
Don’t worry about “bad language habits” or mistakes. Those can be fixed.  
 
I’m sure you’ve heard haterisms like, “Don’t confuse yo’ child!” or “They’ll grow up not 
knowing how to speak none of they languages!” and so on.  
 
What’s important now is that you show up and show enthusiasm.  

Bonding & Familiarity  

 
Options like multilingual pre-school and daycare are great ways to reinforce language 
learning for your child but you can still play a crucial role in this too.  
 
Your child trusts you the most. They look to you for modeling behavior.  I know that this fact 
made me anxious. I felt pressured to always be speaking in another language around my son, 
especially in public.  
 
But the more you make speaking another language part of your routine, the more your child 
will start to associate learning a language with you. Don’t just  limit another language to when 
you’re angry, either or your little ones will start to associate the language with “uh-oh, I’m in 
trouble!”  
 
Learn terms of endearment and integrate language learning in the essential activities of your 
day.  
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Hard Work Beats Talent  

 
You don’t have to have a “knack” for languages either. There are so many misconceptions out 
there. Like thinking that only a native speaker can motivate you to speak more. 
 
I may live with a native Spanish speaker but I learned the hard way that I still have to make an 
effort with my Spanish.  
 
Y’all, I’ve been saying “dime cuando sabes” for years before I realized that it should have been 
“dime cuando sepas.” When I confronted my husband Javier about this grammatical error, he 
just said, “Así es (that’s the way it is).”  
 
That’s not a sufficient explanation for me!  
 
But Javier is a visual reminder for me to keep hitting my daily targets and most importantly, he 
encourages me to speak. I mean, if I don’t speak to him, how can I let him know that the baby 
needs his diaper changed or something important that requires his attention?  
 
You may not be able to place yourself in a situation where talking is a must, but you have your 
family for motivation. Even if it’s a language that no one around you speaks (in my case, 
Japanese). I knew that I didn’t want my son to grow up and discover that his mom could speak 
Japanese. He’d probably look at me and ask , “why did you never tell me this!?”  
 
Chris is only a baby but he makes a great language partner! Not just because he never corrects 
me, but because of the constant contact that we have together. I have to talk to him every day 
anyways, might as well make it count. 
 
Take a moment to think of the people around you (IRL or virtual) who can hold you 
accountable for your language goals. Is it your daily phone call home? Chatting on Facebook 
with your cuz? Think of situations where you could invite some language experimentation. List 
them below to get that brain workin’.  
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Now that you’ve got some ideas for using languages, let’s talk about some techniques that you 
can use!  
 

Multilingual Parenting Staples: Songs & Books 

 
Don’t just rely on passively watching TV or listening to music. Make reading and singing a 
language at home a priority.  
 
Singing along to nursery rhymes and reading bilingual books with my son has been a great 
way for me to build confidence in speaking to him. 
 
If your little ones can move around, add a dance party where you’re giving instructions for 
them. Call out the names of their body parts in your target language. Pretend that you’re 
directing a music video. The song “Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes” is a hit in my home. 
“Cabeza, Hombros, Rodillas, y Pies” y’all!  
 
One of my favorite things to do is ask questions while I read books in Japanese with my son. If 
you follow me on Instagram, you’ve probably already seen me do this in my weekly 
“Multilingual Reads” segment!  
 
With older children, I noticed that they respond very well to being included in storytime. You 
can stretch a five minute story into an hour long learning session with the power of 
imagination.  
 
Point to the illustrations in the book and ask in your target language, “What is this character 
doing?” or “What colors do you see here?”  
 
What I see many parents do is to jot down a list of common questions and phrases that they 
plan on sharing with their child. To reference this list, they’ll pin to the fridge or tape it to 
their walls. Anything to help serve as a reminder to use the language with your child at least 30 
minutes a day.  
 
Those 30 minutes don’t have to be consecutive either. If 5 minute sprints are sustainable for 
you, then keep it that way. And if you go a whole day without speaking the target language to 
your little one, trust me, you’re not in trouble. Pick things up the next day!  
 
A really good way to make sure that you and your children are staying engaged is by mixing 
your interests with your languages.  

Turn Your Hobbies into Learning Opportunities 
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I connected with a wonderful Black mother raising her multicultural children to speak 
English, Italian, and Polish! One of her struggles was figuring out a way to combine language 
learning and homeschooling. I told her that if she’s  learning a language right alongside family, 
then she  should make it fun.   
 
She is a huge fan of art—loves to paint, draw, and sketch! I offered one of several solutions: 
dedicate time to make art with her little ones in her target languages. Describe the colors, 
shapes, and movements.  
 
I also told her to try watching movies in Italian with Polish subtitles or in Polish with Italian 
subtitles!  
 
List some of your favorite hobbies or things that you enjoy doing with family. Is there any way 
you could work in your target languages into some of those activities?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you schedule an hour or so every day to do this, great. If it happens impromptu and you 
switch between all three languages, that’s great too.  Find what works for your family. 
 
If you’ll allow me to go on a bit of a tangent, I just want to say that languages aren’t really 
academic subjects. Some of us have been conditioned to see them that way, right? Your ability 
to thrive with a language isn’t limited to a test score or a proficiency ranking.  We’re 
surrounded by different languages every day so it’s important that we see them as a part of 
our everyday life.  
 
Having said that, let’s talk about language confusion. I’m not a big fan of this word because I 
feel that it limits the possibility that a child is processing different languages. No one said that 
multilinguals have it easy. It takes time! Also, kids should get more credit. Many are perfectly 
capable of effectively switching between languages.  
 
Rather than worrying about language confusion, trust that kids can pick up on the different 
grammatical constructions of languages and even play with them.  
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Mixing Languages  
 
Mixing languages can be a part of code-switching.  
 
Code-switching involves changing languages based on who you’re speaking to. An example you 
may already be well aware of is the way we use AAVE (African American Vernacular English) 
with some of our friends but switch into standard English for our white counterparts. 
 
This act does not only have linguistic connotations but racial ones as well. It is the very reason 
why separating race and language ends up benefiting those who are not comfortable speaking 
about race while hurting those who do not have the luxury of not thinking about their heritage 
or skin color.  
 
Spanglish is an example of mixing languages. Who you use Spanish with is an example of 
code-switching.  
 
While mixing languages together is sometimes criticized as having a weak grasp on a language, 
it actually shows a speaker’s ability to process several languages at once. Way too often I forget 
how to say a Japanese word in the middle of a sentence and switch into Spanish with my son. 
Sometimes I even just use English.  
 
There’s nothing stopping me from going back and looking up words to improve my speaking 
for next time! Is there anything that possibly prevents you from wanting to speak different 
languages to your family? Think about those setbacks and plan some ways to help squash that 
negativity.  
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Accountability Appointments   

 
The key to accountability? Showing up every day. You can interact with people virtually too.  
 
I’ve been turned off by classroom structures for years now. Rather than getting dragged 
through some curriculum, I enjoy learning the “why” of other language learners. 
 
It is always nice to have someone to review things with, but as long as you’re constantly 
keeping a language in your life, you don’t have to get stuck on reviewing every tiny detail. This 
is a little different for studying for language exams, which I go into in chapter 6.  
 
Even if that means learning how to give instructions to your kid (or partner) in another 
language. Or turning meal-time into a mini language lesson. It’s a routine you can follow daily.  
 
That’s going to work better than taking on a big change that you can’t sustain in a time when 
what’s considered “normal” is changing constantly and humans can’t learn to play nicely with 
each other.  
 

 
FAQ for Multilingual Parenting   

 
1. How do you raise someone multilingual when you yourself are not fluent in that 

language? 
 
Any of the methods that I mentioned before are still doable even without total fluency. 
When I first brought Chris home from the hospital, I still couldn’t even conjugate verbs 
properly in Spanish!  
 
But singing all those songs with him and reading so many books really accelerated 
things. There’s nothing wrong with learning alongside your little ones.  

 
2. I want my partner and family to be involved in helping me raise our children 

bilingual, what small things can we all do? 
 
Encourage family to pick up on small, simple phrases like “thank you,” or “hello,” to 
use with your children. Eventually this can grow into full sentences and expressions 
but start out with that first.  
 
Another way of getting everyone involved is the routine activities. This can be meal 
time, story time, or even the moments when everyone is together in the car or walking 
to the park.  
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Multilingual nannies and daycares can be privileges that us parents can’t afford. For 
that reason, the work that we put in is crucial. It’s not easy but that's why community is 
so important.  
  
 

3. Should we do the OPOL method? Or schedule times to speak minority languages? 
 
OPOL means one parent, one language. Each parent speaks their native language (or 
the language that they are most comfortable with) to their child.  
 
There exist several variations of this method such as:  
 
Minority Language at Home. The child speaks the dominant language in the community 
but at home only uses the minority language.  
 
T & P (Time and Place). This variation specifies the role that a language will have in a 
child’s upbringing based on location and time of day. 
 
MLP (Mixed Language Policy). It focuses on mixing language in and outside of 
the home.  
 

 
4. How many languages should my child speak and at what age should I start?  

 
As many as you can be consistent with! You help your family set the pace and you set 
your own goals. Helping your child gain exposure to different languages is very 
beneficial.  
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A List of Phrases for Your Family! (In Spanish & Japanese)  
 

Note on politeness level: 
 
Since these are phrases you’ll use with family, these politeness levels for the phrases are 
casual/familiar.  
 

First Things 
 
¡Buenos dias! [BWE-NOHS DEE-AHS] 
おはよう Ohayō! [OH-HAI-YOH-OH]  1

Good morning! 
 
¿Dormiste bien? [DOHR-MEES-STE BEE-EHN] 
よく眠れた？Yoku nemureta? [YOH-KOO NEH-MOO-REH-TA] 
Did you sleep well?  
 
Cambiamos tu pañal 
おむつを変えよう Omutsu wo kaeyō [OH-MOO-TSU OH KAH-EH-YOH-OH] 
Let’s change your diaper 
 
¿Qué soñaste anoche?  [KEH SOH-NYAH-STE AH-NOH-CHE] 
どんな夢を見た？ Donna yume wo mita? [DOH-N-NA YUU-MEH OH MEE-TAH] 
What did you dream about? 
 
Levántate 
起きて Okite [OH-KEE-TEH] 
Wake up 
 
Cepillarse tus dientes  
歯磨きをして Hamigaki wo shite [HA-MEE-GAH-KEE OH SHEE-TEH] 
Brush your teeth.  
 
Alistarte (para salir) 
(出かける) 準備して Dekakeru junbi shite [(DEH-KAH-KEH-ROO) JOO-N-BEE OH SHEE-TEH] 
Get ready (for going out)  
 
 

 
 
 

1 You can add gozaimasu GOH-ZAH-EE-MAH-SU for formality. See chapter 2.  
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Playtime 
 

¿Qué hacemos hoy? [KEH-AH-SEH-MOS OY] 
今日は何をしますか Kyō wa nani wo shimasu ka?  
[KI-YOH-OH WAH NAH-NEE-OH SOO-ROO] 
What will we do today? 
 
¡Espera un minuto! 
(ちょっと)待って! (Chotto) matte [CHOHT-TOH MAH-TEH] 
Wait a minute!  
 
¡Apúrate! 
急いで Isoide [EE-SOH-EE-DEH] 
Hurry!  
 
Despacio 
ゆっくり! Yukkuri [YOOK-KOO-REE] 
Slow down 
 
¡Ven para acá!  [BEHN PAH-RAH A-CAH]  2

おいで Oide! [OH-EE-DEH] 
Come here! 
 
Dame tu mano [DAH-MEH-TOO-MAH-NO] 
手を出して te wo dashite [TEH-OH-DAH-SHEE-TEH] 
Give me your hand  
 
Agarra mi mano [AH-GAH-RAH MEE MAH-NOH] 
手をつないで Te wo tsunaide [TEH OH TSU-NAH-EE-DEH] 
Take my hand 
 
¿Vas a subir? / Súbete [VAHS AH SOO-BEER / SOO-BEH-TEH] 
のぼる？・登って noboru? Nobote [NOH-BOH-ROO/NOH-BEH-TEH] 
Are you going to get on/climb up? Get on/Climb up 
 
¿Vas a bajar?/Bajate [VAHS AH BAH-HAR/ BAH-HAH-TEH] 
おりる？・降りて oriru/ orite [OH-REE-ROO/ OH-REE-TEH] 
Are you getting down (off of something like a slide, bike, etc.)/ Get down 
 
 

2 This can be shortened to ven pa’cá [BEH-NHN-PAH-KAH]. The more you say it, (probably already say 
it a lot if you’re dealing with kids), the more natural it will sound.  
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¿Caístes? [CAH-YEE-STEHS] 
転んだ？koronda [KOH-ROH-N-DAH] 
Did you fall? 
 
¿Te lastimaste? [TEH LAH-MAH-STEH] 
怪我した？kega shita [KEH-GAH SHEE-TAH] 
Did you hurt yourself?  
 
¿Duele? [DWEH-LEH] 
痛い？ itai? [EE-TAH-EE] 
Does it hurt?  
 
No corras en la casa/en el calle [NOH-KOH-RAHS-EHN-LAH-KAH-SAH/KAH-YEH[ 
家で・道で走らないで ie de/michi de hashiranaide [EE-EH DEH/ MEE-CHEE DEH 
HAH-SHEE-RAH-NAH-EE-DEH] 
Don’t run in the house/in the street! 
 
No tires [NOH TEE-REHS] 
投げないで nagenaide [NAH-GEH-NAH-EE-DEH] 
Don’t throw! 
 
No golpees [NOH GOHL-PEH-EHS] 
叩かないで・叩いちゃだめ tatakanaide/tataichadame [TAH-TAH-KAH-NBIEN 
AH-EE-DEH/TAH-TAH-EE-CHAH-DAH-MEH] 
Don’t hit! 
 
¡Bien hecho! [BYEHN EH-CHOH] 
よくできた！Yoku dekita! [YOH-KOO DEH-KEE-TAH] 
Good job! 
 
¡Es mi turno! [EHS MI TOOR-NOH] 
私の番！Watashi no ban! [WAH-TAH-SHEE NOH BA-HN] 
It’s my turn! 
 
Por favor dame la/el~ [POHR FAH BOHR DAH-MEH LAH/EHL ~] 
〜をください ~wo kudasai  [~ OH KOO-DAH-SAH-EE] 
Please give me the~ 
 
¡Ya me voy! ¡Ya salimos!   [YAH MEH VOY/YAH-SAH-LEE-MOHS] 
いってきます Ittekimasu [EET-TEH-KEE-MAH-S] 
I’m headed out/ We’re headed out! 
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¡Ten un buen día! [TEHN-OON-BWEN-DEE-AH] 
いってらっしゃい Itterasshai [EE-TEH-RAHS-SHA-EE] 
Have a good day!  

 
 

Getting Grub 
 
¿Quieres desayunar? [KYEH-REHS DEHS-AH-YOO-NAHR] 
朝ごはん食べたい？Asagohan tabetai? [AH-SAH GOH-HAHN TAH-BEH-TAH-EE?] 
Want to eat breakfast? 
 
Es tiempo para almuerzo [EHS TEE-EHM-POH PAH-RAH AHL-MOO-EHR-SOH] 
ご飯だよ Gohan da yo! [GOH-HAHN DAH YOH] 
It’s lunch time  
 
Lava tus manos [LAH-VAH TOOS MAH-NOHS] 
手を洗って Te wo aratte [TEH OH AH-RAHT-TEH] 
Wash your hands  
 
¿Estás lleno/llena? [EHS-TAHS YEH-NOH/NAH] 
お腹がいっぱい？Onaka ga ippai? [OH-NAH-KAH EEP-PAH-EE] 
Are you full?  
 
¿Es rico? [EHS REE-KOH] 
美味しい？Oishii? [OH-EE-SHEE-EE] 
Is it yummy? 
 
¿Quieres comer más? [KYEH-REHS KOH-MEHR MAHS] 
もっと食べたい？Motto tabetai? [MOHT-TOH TAH-BEH-TAH-EE] 
Want to eat more? 
 
¡Aye!/!Hijole¡—Se calló! [AY/EE-HOH-LEH SEH-KAH-YOH] 
あららーこぼしたね！・こぼれたね  Arara, koboshita ne!/koboreta ne! 
[AH-RAH-RAH-AH KOH-BOH-SHEE-TAH NEH/ KOH-BOH-REH-TAH NEH] 
Oh no! You spilled it/ It spilled! 
 
¿Quieres tu mamila ?/¿Quieres pecho?  [KYEH-REHS TOO MAH-MEE-LAH/PEH-CHOH] 3

おっぱい飲みたい？[OH-PAH-EE NOH-MEE-TAH-EE] 4

 

3 Sometimes called tetero or biberón in Spanish-speaking countries 
4 You can also say パイパイ paipai [PAH-EE-PAH-EE] boobies/tatas 
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Evening Time  
 
Buenas tardes [BWEH-NAHS TAHR-DEHS] 
こんばんは Konbanwa [KOH-N-BAH-N-WAH] 
Good evening (not the way we be saying it)  
 
Ya he vuelto/ ya estoy aquí [YAH-EH-VOO-EHL-TOH YAH EHS-TOY AH-KEE] 
ただいま Tadaima [TAH-DAH-EE-MAH] 
I’m home  
 
Bienvenidos a casa [BEE-N-VEH-NEE-DOHS AH KAH-SAH] 
おかえり Okaeri [OH-KAH-EH-REE] 
Welcome home  
 
¿Cómo fue tu día? [KOH-MOH FWEH TOO DEE-AH] 
今日はどうだった？ Kyō wa dō datta? [KEE-YOH-OH WAH DOH-OH DAHT-TAH] 
How was your day? 
 
Que vamos a cenar? [KYEH VAH-MOHS A SEH-NAHR] 
夕ご飯何にする？Yuugohan nani ni suru? [YUU-GOH HAH-N NAH-NEE SOOH-ROOH] 
What’s for dinner?  

 
 

Tuckered Out 
 
¿Qué tienes?  [KYEH TEE-EH-NEHS] 5

どうしたの？Dōshita no? [DO-OH SHEE-TAH NOH] 
What’s wrong?  
 
¿Tienes sueño? [TEE-EH-NEHS SWEH-NYOH] 
ねむい？Nemui? [NEH-MOO-EE] 
Are you sleepy? 
 
Vamos a dormir [VAHS AH DOHR-MEER] 
寝よう Neyō [NEH-YO-OH] 
Let’s go to sleep 
 

5 I used to look at my hands every time my husband asked me this. The phrases can literally mean “What 
do you have” but it also means “what’s wrong?”  
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Acuestate [AH-KWEHS-TAH-TEH] 
横になって Yoko ni natte [YO-KOH NEE NAHT-TEH] 
Lie down 
 
Buenas noches [BWEH-NAHS NOH-CHES] 
おやすみなさい Oyasumi nasai [OH-YAH-SOOH-MEE NAH-SAH-EE] 
Good night 
 

 
Trouble 

 
No lo toques! [NOH LOH TOH-KEHS] 
触っちゃだめ Sawaccha dame [SA-WAHT-CHA DAH MEH] 
Don't touch that 
 
Parate [PAH-RAH-TEH] 
よしなさい Yoshi nasai [YO-SHEE-NAH-SAH-EE] 
Stop that 
 
Siéntate  [SEE-EHN-TAH-TEH] 
座って・座りなさい Suwatte/Suwari nasai  
[SOO-WAT-TEH/SOO-WAH-REE-NAH-SAH-EE]] 
Sit down  
 
No me ignores [NOH MEH EEGH-NOHR-EHS] 
お母さん・私のことを無視しないで Okaasan/ Watashi no koto wo mushi shinaide 
[OH-KA-AH-SAH-N/ WAH-TAH-SHEE NOH KOH-TOH OH MOO-SHEE-NAH-EE-DEH] 
Don’t ignore me/your mother 
 
¿Estás escuchándome? [EH-STAHS ES-KOO-CHAN-DOH MEH] 
ちゃんと聞いてるの？ Chanto kiiteru no? [CHAH-N-TOH-KEE-EE-TEH-ROO-NOH] 
Are you listening to me?  
 
Te lo dije muchas veces [TEH LOH DEE-HEH MOO-CHAHS-VEH-SEHS] 
もう何回も言ったよ Mō nankai mo itta yo [MO-OH NAHN-KAH-EE MOH EET-TAH- YOH]  6

I done told you so many times 
 
No me mires así [NO MEH MEE-REHS AH-SEE] 
そんな顔しないで Sonna kao shinaide [SOH-N-NAH KAH-OH SHEE-NAH-EE-DEH] 
Fix yo face  
 

6 もう Mō [MO-OH] is also the equivalent of “ooh” as in “ooh boy, you gettin on my last nerves.”  
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Debes limpiar [DEH-BEHS LEEM-PEE-AHR] 
片付けて Katazukete [KAH-TAH-ZOO-KEH-TEH] 
Please clean up  
 
Silencio por favor/Cierra la boca  
[SEE-LEHN-SEE-OH POHR-FAH-VOHR/SEE-EHR-RAH-LAH-BOH-KAH] 
静かにして・黙って Shizuka ni shite, damatte  
[SHEE-ZOO-KAH NEE SHEE-TEH KOO-DAH-SAH-EE/DAH-MAHT-TEH] 
Be quiet/ shut yo mouth 
 
Tranquilo [TRAHNG-KEE-LOH] 
落ち着こう Ochitsukō [OH-CHEE-TSU-KO-OH] 
Calm down 
 

Love & Affection 
 
Te quiero [TEH KYEH-ROH] 
大好き Daisuki [DAH-EE-SOOH-KEE] 
I love you  
 
Dame un besito [DAH-MEH OON BEH-SEE-TOH/] 
キス頂戴 [KEE-SOOH CHO-OH-DAH-EE] 
Give me a kiss  
 
Dame un abrazo DAH-MEH OON AH-BRAH-SOH 
抱っこ・ぎゅーして Kisu cbōdai/Gyūto shite  
[DAHK-KOH SHEE-TEH/GYOOT-TOH-SHEE-TEH] 
Give me a hug 
 
Estoy orgullosa/o/e en ti, (nombre) [EHS-TOY OHR-GOO-YOH-SAH/SOH/SEH EHN TEE] 
[名前]〜はお母さん・私の誇りだ よ 
[~WAH O-KAH-AH-SAH-N/WAH-TAH-SHEE NOH HOH-KOH-REE-DAH-YOH] 
I’m proud of you, [name] 
 
Qué lindo/a/e [KEH LEEN-DOH/DAH] 
かわいい！ Kawaii! [KAH-WAH-EE]  
You’re so cute! 
 
Nicknames 
 
In Spanish, it’s common to use the diminutive form (ending in -ito or -ita) to show affection, 
such as saying nenito for the nené or baby.  
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In Japanese, you can add the suffix ちゃん “chan” [CHA-N[to your little one’s name to denote 
affection. I call my son Chris-chan.  I also call him chanchito (little piggy).  
 
 
I hope you start using these phrases every day with your little one(s)! It can be tricky to stay 
consistent, especially if you’re balancing more than one language.  
 
Start off with these phrases daily and start adding more when they come second nature!  
 
It’ll all be worth it when your child starts to talk back (in a good way, not the attitude way). 
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5: Getting PAID With Your Language Skills  
 

 
I owe the knowledge in this chapter to the BIPOC creatives that let me network, interview, and 
work with them. From full-time translators to freelance language instructors, each and every 
lingopreneur stands out in their own unique way.  
 
 
But what’s the difference between someone who is getting paid to use their language skills and 
someone who isn’t? What takes someone from amateur to professional?  
 
 
Every PAID lingproeneur has optimized at least two or more of these components:  
 

PORTFOLIO 
 

ATTENTION 
 

INVESTMENT 
 

DOMAIN 
 

In fact, I touched on monetizing your language skills in my blog post on making money as a 
multilingual. I’ve also talked about banking off your writing skills in this post on guest 
blogging.  

 
With this chapter, however, I’m going to dive a little deeper about not just using your language 
skills but developing business skills. This chapter is ideal for lingopreneurs, who are all about 
making their language skills work for them!  

 
 
Be sure to read through to the end because I’ve included a bonus:  

 
FREE cold emailing and cold messaging templates! There’s also some advice on 
money-making email etiquette.  
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A $350 value...free!  

 
So what does cold messaging have to do with using your language or business skills?  
 
Cold messaging is a great way to build rapport. You don’t have to use these templates word for 
word, but I want to give you the confidence to start communicating effectively as a 
lingopreneur.  
 
Secondly, there’s a dire need for more representation for Black businesses in every industry.  
 
If this can help you get you even one step in the right direction, then I’m happy to share my 
knowledge and experience!  
 
From here on out, I will refer to anyone who pays you for your services as a client. Anyone who 
pays for your product is part of your community, they are not just a customer.  
 
The work that you put into giving yourself an online presence will be considered  your brand. 
This is what will set you apart from the competition.  
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I. Your Portfolio  

If you have a website, having a portfolio is a must. This can be under your About Me 
section or it can be a page all on its own. While your portfolio may not start attracting 
clients right away, it is a good idea to have this on your website if and when you start 
pitching.   

What should your portfolio look like?  

On the right, I have attached a snapshot of my portfolio page. It did not always look this 
way. I started out with only 1 published blog post! Now I have several but they’re not all in 
my portfolio.  

 

Why?  

 

Think quality over quantity. Don’t slap together 20 mediocre pieces. If you’re just 
starting, you’ll want to select your very best. With more experience, your portfolio will 
blossom into a money making machine.  

 

Your portfolio is a mere glance at your entrepreneur journey. It’s great to have one but you’ve 
got to get in front of the right audience. We’ll talk more about this later on.  
 

What if I don’t have anything to put in my portfolio?   

At first, my portfolio was filled with self-published blog posts and writing from my Japanese 
language classes.   

 

And guess what? That was enough to land me one of my first PAID blogging gigs!  

 

Do not hesitate to translate some of your own writing or use your own original content for 
your portfolio. 

 

Take a moment to go through your Google drive, your laptop files, your emails, and basically 
anything you can think of to find work that you’ve created. This can include videos, artwork, 
you name it.  

 

Also, look at the portfolios of other translators and bloggers to give you some ideas!  
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View the portfolio of Ajani Oloye, a Black JPN>ENG translator who is also breaking into UX 
design. 

Anitra Budd, a Black editor and copywriter, has many years of experience in freelancing. 
Although not language related, it’s still a good example of a portfolio. 

Jamila Brown, a Black content creator for Metropolis Japan includes published work on this 
great about page. 

Stop to think about your overall impressions of these portfolios. Do you have an idea as to 
what yours would look like? How about what type of content you’d include—or that you’d like 
to include?  

Now that you can visualize your portfolio, start thinking about how you can get potential 
clients and community members to view your work. 

II. Attention

Getting attention to your brand requires strategic marketing. 

You may have already heard this word “marketing” a lot but what does it really mean? 

Marketing is a term that encompasses the many different ways you can draw eyes to 
your services or products. 

Communications, sales, and promotions are related but they’re not all the same. 

You do not have to hold a degree in marketing in order to market yourself well. While a 
background in marketing certainly helps, experience and experimentation is one of the best 
ways to build your marketing expertise! 
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What many lingopreneurs may not realize is that they already have an intuitive grasp of 
marketing! If you’ve ever connected with other language learners or done something to build 
your brand, you’re already marketing.  

 

In fact, a portfolio on your blog is one example of marketing collateral, which is 
anything that you can use to promote your services or products. It takes some time, but with 
enough outreach and planning, you can compile various forms of content (blog, vlog, eBook, 
social media group, etc.) that can help strengthen your marketing campaign.  

 

Your marketing campaign is the strategic implementation of your marketing 
collateral, be it an email announcement (also known as e-blast) or a social media post. 
Campaigns may need tweaking if you’re not properly promoting services or products on the 
right channels. It may also need improvement if your sales funnels aren’t bringing enough 
conversions.  

 

A sales funnel is the process where someone goes from scrolling through your content 
to subscribing to your content.  

 

We all know how services offer monthly or yearly subscriptions, like Netflix, Adobe, etc. Think 
about your current monthly subscriptions—what kind of value are those services or products 
offering you? Why would you go with that brand instead of a competitor brand?  

 

One answer is this: when you know, like, and trust a brand enough, that brand can 
successfully convert you into a happily paying member of their community. Once you start 
doing this with clients and your own community, you can refer to this as a conversion.  

 

Getting PAID is about so much more than making a sale. As a lingopreneur, you want to work 
with clients or communities that appreciate the value that you have to offer. Occasionally you 
may do a one-off project to get the bills paid—I’m not here to judge!— but I always advocate for 
finding meaningful business relationships.  

 

As with dating, you can’t start a relationship if you can’t grab someone’s attention. Let’s get 
into the different ways you can make your language skills look attractive.  

 

Inbound marketing: Your content, such as a blog post, social media post, or any other 
form of original content, attracts attention. This does not include ads or pitches.  
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An example of some inbound marketing that I’ve used for my business:  

 

● Offering free blog audits on social media (the people who like my posts = prospective 
clients)  

● About Me posts that share my experience and expertise as a translator or language 
learner 

● Blog posts with actionable words and incentives. For example, a call to action (CTA) at 
the end of posts that offers free consultations for BIPOC women in business 

 

Just posting content like this out there once isn’t going to lead to a conversion. 

 

It’s important to understand that not everybody is hooked on what you’re offering right away. 
You have to continue to show off your value so people can understand your worth. It takes 
some consistency, which isn’t easy. But who said that running your business was easy?!  

 

Let’s say that you’ve discovered this amazing, innovative way to learn Korean. Anybody who’s 
anybody can benefit from signing up for your amazing program. You’ve invested hours into 
perfecting a product that you know your audience is just going to love.  

 

But then no one makes a purchase. A couple people look at it. Some even give it a like. 
Unfortunately, likes are free. It don’t cost a thang to give someone a like on social media and if 
it did, people would be giving them out less often!  

 

You don’t want to discover that nobody is interested in your service or product the day of your 
big launch!  

 

You have to give yourself time to create an effective marketing plan that’s going to build hype. 
This is why movies have trailers. This is why people can pre-order books. There are so many 
ways to make sure that your audience is going to love your creation just as much as you do!   
 

If your product or service has already launched, that’s ok too.  

 

It’s never too late to revamp a marketing strategy.  

Some lingopreneurs wear several hats: customer service, accounting, marketing, human 
resources, and then some!  
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But there’s another very important role that we have to play: outreach.  

 

Outbound marketing: Ads, cold pitches, and cold messages are ways to interrupt. This 
puts you right in front of your audience—unless they ignore you, which is bound to happen so 
don’t let rejection stop you! 

 

When used effectively, this form of marketing can help you enter a new industry or drum up 
extra business.  

 

I knew almost nothing about copywriting when I started pitching companies. I just knew that I 
had a love for learning languages and writing stories! Turns out you don’t need a ton of 
experience, just the ability to pitch your services or products in a way that will really impress 
your prospective clients or community.  

 

Remember those cold email templates that I mentioned? A simple, well thought-out email or 
message optimized with the proper wording can earn you ca$h.  

 

In the cold messaging templates that I’ve provided, you’ll notice that my messaging is not 
self-centric. You should start off talking about your dream company or client.  

 

It’s about you...but not really.  

 

You can change some of the wording depending on the type of audience that aligns with your 
business.  

 

Skip the Applications, Get to Negotiations 

 

Alright, you’ve spent months curating awesome content for your social media or blog. You’re 
sending out project proposals every day to prospects. You’ve even had people slide into your 
DMs with inquiries!  

 

But you’re getting no response or your discovery calls are turning up with rejections.  “No 
thanks,  I can do it myself!” or “You’re charging how much!?” Or the dreaded left on seen/read.  
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Do you want to know a technique that can bypass filling out applications and scouting the 
internet for low paying freelance jobs?  

 

A strategy that can take you to the next level with your business?  

 

 I can’t hear you! I said Are. You. Ready? 

 

The secret is NETWORKING.  

 

Having connections is extremely important. It’s the difference between applying for a job that 
you’re never going to hear back from and getting $1K+ in freelance work just by mentioning 
the name of someone you know (yes, this has happened to me!)  

 

Make time to network with people in your niche but don’t forget to continue to optimize your 
other marketing methods. It’s a lot of work, I know.  

 

And you might be wondering just how much work this is all exactly.  

 

III. Investment   

Normally the word investment would make you think of money but I also want to talk about 
time.  
 
 
You already spend time boosting your language skills, thinking of new ideas for your language 
business, and binge-watching Issa Rae’s Insecure (No? Just me then? Ok…).  
 
 
Running your own language business takes patience and time. If you’re not familiar with how 
to draft proposals, sign contracts, process invoices, and schedule consultations, there’s a bit of 
a learning curve.  
 
 
What do start-up costs look like?  
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In terms of time, I can say that it can easily take anywhere from one to two hours just to set up 
your website if you don’t already have one. That’s because you’ll want to take into 
consideration your logo, website name, etc.  
 
 

Not to mention the time it will take you to find your niche. This is your speciality. Your 
bomb-diggity. Yes, you can have several, but that will mean more things to manage.  

 
As a lingopreneur, you must consider if some investments will really have a return on 

investment (ROI). For example, spending $100 on a website may seem daunting at first...but if 
having that website is a part of a marketing strategy that led you to a $1K contract with a client, 
then you could argue that getting a website was worth the risk, the possibility of a business 
not earning profit from an investment.  
 
Start-up costs can range from low to high for lingopreneurs. As far as costs go, keep in mind 
that a good course on marketing, blogging, or even translation can start at $300. Most 
programs do offer payment plans.  
 
 
I bought my first marketing course with the money that I got from an income assistance 
program. I can proudly say that I no longer rely on that program to be able to take care of my 
family.  
 
 
Regardless of the price you pay for a program, carefully review the instructor’s sales page. Are 
there trustworthy testimonials? Do you know, like, and trust this instructor?  
 
 
These are the same things your clients and customers will be thinking before they make an 
investment in you.  
 
 
Don’t end up making an impulse purchase that you’re going to regret later. You wouldn’t buy a 
$500 shirt without trying it on first, would you? 
 
Let’s talk about another investment: breaking into the translation industry.   
 
Translation: Determine Your Language Pair and Niche 
 
First, determine your language pair. Will you be translating into your native language (s) or 
from your native language (s)?  
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After deciding on your language pair, you’ll need to decide on your niche or specialization. 
This can range from arts to sciences and everything in between. 

You can charge per hour, page, or word. As far as exact numbers go, I’ve seen rates as low as 
0.05/word and rates as high as $80/hour. 

It’s important to know that many it’s common to see very low rates, especially on bidding sites 
like ProZ, Translator’s Cafe, and Translated.com.  

Signing up for pro memberships can give you access to directories of legit translation 
companies. But even then, you’ll still have to figure out the art of pitching and networking. 

Also, you don’t have to accept every project that comes along. And being turned away because 
you want “too much” is normal.   
More importantly, make sure that money, no matter how small, makes it to your pocket. 

Contracts and agreements are nothing to gloss over when it comes to translation. Pay close 
attention to the terms that your client or agency will set. 

In the beginning you’ll encounter agencies with payments terms of anywhere from 45 to 60 
days. 

That means you won’t receive your tiny translator’s paycheck until nearly two months after 
your project is considered complete.  

As you land more clients, you’ll have more 
independence and can set your own terms. 

If you’re breaking into the translation industry, 
consider participating in a translation competition. 
This website keeps a great list to refer to. It’s not run 
by Black translators but they did feature a Black 
translator/localizer named Michelle Deco. 

Last but not least, be careful for scams and agencies that 
like to do nonpayments.  

No project brief will come to you from a gmail or 
hotmail domain. 
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Agencies have their own websites and any email communication with you will have a 
professional signature and limited typos. 

The screenshot of the email above is a transcription/translation assignment that I received 
from a legit agency. Translation websites also feature scam reports. Be sure to check those for 
the latest precautions to take in the industry.  

So what happens after you get a legit translation project? 

After you fill out a W9 form and probably an NDA (nondisclosure agreement), the agency 
should provide you glossaries and/or memories. A glossary is a collection of terms that apply 
to your translation. A memory is a string of terms for the project that your program has 
memorized to make translation faster and easier. 

For example, if you’re translating a travel brochure with the word “travel agency” appearing 
several times, your machine will memorize this string of words and translate it instantly!  

If you’re handling a project that doesn’t have a set of translation memories, then you might be 
able to Google the terminology. It depends on the specialty that you’re translating in.  
This is commonly associated with Computer-assisted Translation or CAT. It’s how translations 
can get out the door quickly and effectively. Machines and humans working together to 
communicate. 

Here’s an example of a marketing email that I had to translate for AirBnB. 
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The assignment had a quick turn around time of less than a day and only paid out around $12. 

It came with a quick video tutorial of how to use MateCat, a free translation tool.   

Given the time constraint, the editor had a lot of corrections for me. All in all, it was a nice 
experience but I’m glad I didn’t give it more than an hour of my time because $12/hr is not 
good for a freelancer or anybody for that matter.  

The takeaway from this experience: translation is a very competitive industry and 
unfortunately some companies expect freelancers to work for pennies.  

As I mentioned before, consider a membership to an accredited website that offers a legit 
directory of language companies to weed out sorry agencies that profit off your hard work and 
only give you bread crumbs. You deserve the whole cake, baby.  

There are also several free tools you can use as a translator—I’ve written a blog post about 
those here. I want to talk about some paid tools that may benefit you in the long run if you 
decide to invest in them.  

Adobe Acrobat DC 

To preserve the formatting of documents. If your client does not provide you with a fill-in 
template for projects, you may have to use a free pdf editor, but it may not have the font you 
need to make the document look consistent. 

For documents where you need to preserve the look, you may even need to use photo editing 
software like Photoshop. I have had to with certificates and licenses. Microsoft Paint ain’t gon’ 
cut it.  

There is a one week trial available. It’s worth taking advantage of before considering a monthly 
or yearly membership.  

MemoQ 

A great project management tool. Glossaries and memories are stored in this chic looking 
program. This also has a trial version available. If you ever apply for a freelance position at an 
agency, they may ask if you’ve had experience with this software. It’s a good idea to at least try 
it out.  
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SDL Trados Studio 

Similar to MemoQ but not exactly the same. It’s website features some differences. Trados is a 
big name in the translation world. There’s a free trial available and I highly recommend 
familiarizing yourself with how to use it. 

Starting a translation directory profile is a proactive way to get your foot in the door. But you 
can’t forget to network with other translators and to pitch! 

Ajanji Oloye started off with posting translation services on Craigslist and now he publishes 
for Kodansha! You’ve got to start somewhere. 

To support her debut as a manga artist, Minami Sakai does marketing translation for a gaming 
company.  

If you’re interested in starting translation, I invite you to set aside an hour and start planning 
your portfolio and marketing plan. Which companies would you pitch your translation services 
to? What would your specialization be?  

Can I run my language business while I’m a full-time employee?  

Yes. In fact, I recommend you transition into full-time freelancing with a plan. 

I did not. 

Fed up with my job, I walked off without a single clue about how I was going to use my 
language skills to take care of my family. My husband was working two (sometimes three) jobs 
to keep us afloat.  

In light of recent events (i.e. humans not being able to play nice with each other), I’ve found my 
own words for reaching out to small businesses that align with my views on anti-racism and 
social justice.  
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Most importantly, I can gladly turn away people who expect me to work for free or walk away  
from people who say that my services are “too expensive.”  

You can sell anything if you market yourself properly. Invest money and into setting the proper  
systems to run your business smoothly. You got this. If I could do it, I know that you can.  
Taking the time to read this chapter is already an example of an investment that you’re making  
towards being a successful entrepreneur. 

What are some skills you would consider turning into a business? For example, are you good  
with a camera? Do you have a knack for bookkeeping or web design? List whatever comes to  
mind here:  

IV. Domain

Lastly, I want to talk about having your own domain. This part is big .

Having your own website puts you in control of your business brand! 

I’ve written a step-by-step guide about how to start your own website if you do not have one. 
In this post, I also explain the difference between a website and a blog. 

Another reason why having your own domain is important is because it will make you look 
that much more legit when you start reaching out to prospective clients and communities. 
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I want to note that not all the magic should be happening in your cold emails. You will want to 
attach your website to your social media posts and DMs. It shouldn’t be an afterthought. 
You’re paying good money to have your website running.  Make your website work for you, not 
the other way around!  

Got all that? Ok. Breathe! 

As I said, none of this stuff starts working overnight. In fact, I’ve had to overhaul my site quite 
a few times before I realized that there was absolutely nothing wrong with it. The problem was 
how I was utilizing my site to grow my business.  

So I challenge you to do one thing differently this week. Go around your home or the apps on 
your phone and list the names of brands that you absolutely adore. If you’re not already on 
LinkedIn, get on there! 

Search for the marketing directors and CEOs behind those brands that you’ve listed. Make a 
spreadsheet or a list and go out of your way to cold email the people on that list. 

Your LinkedIn profile can also let them know that you’re available for freelance work! 

As we head into the end of this chapter, I hope that you’ll open a new chapter in your journey 
as a lingopreneur. I preach about languages and entrepreneurship all the time on my 
Instagram, so you know where to find me! 
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Melanated Resources 

This is a growing list of resources for Melanated language learners and lingopreneurs. As I 
connect with more melanated communities, I will be updating this list.  

The good news is that if you’re subscribed to my mailing list, you will be personally emailed 
an updated version of the list whenever I add any new resources!  

Also, don’t forget to join my exclusive group of Morenita Mommies (M&Ms!) 

This is a community where you can share your multilingual wins. Also, share some of your 
ideas—and even steal some for yourself! 

● Black Language Learning and Traveling Sites/Blogs

○ Black Girls Learn Languages
○ Black and Bilingual
○ Jamii Linguists
○ Spanish Con Salsa
○ Discovering Languages Through Music
○ Discovering Languages
○ Brown Bilingual Babies
○ Language Out Loud Chinese
○ Smarter Korean Online
○ Mully Lingua
○ Novel Allure
○ Savvy Kenya in Japan
○ Black Kids Dot Travel
○ Morenitamommy.com

● YouTube Channels
○ Chocolate Sushi Roll
○ Speaking Spanish Daily

● Twitter
○ Scholars of Color in Languages Studies (@SCinLS)
○ Deaf Hottie (@freelove19xx)
○ Ebonically Speaking (@aprilbakerbell)
○ Uju Anya @Uju Anya
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○ Igbo Language Learner (@ezinaulo)

● Facebook Groups
○ Melanated Multilinguals
○ Black Girls Learn Languages (BGLL)
○ Mixed Up Mamas
○ Morenita Mommies (M&Ms)

● Books
○ Raising Brown Bilingual Babies
○ Color Me Bilingual
○ Talkin’ that Talk: Language, Culture, and Education in African America

● African Languages Resources
○ Abibitumi.com
○ Lingua54.com
○ Akonilede Yoruba Lessons

● Resources for Translators/Interpreters/Job-seekers
○ ProZ
○ Translator’s Cafe
○ Babel Cube
○ ATA (American Translator’s Association)
○ Gaijin Pot
○ Ikigai Connections
○ JAT (Japanese Association of Translation)
○ Asymptote (Biweekly journal that focuses on literary translation)
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COLD MESSAGE OR COLD EMAIL #1
Subject: Content Strategy For [Company Name]
Hi [First name],

I hope this message finds you well. I follow [company name]'s blog or social media and
I love [what resonates with you]. 

I'm reaching out to introduce myself. I'm a copywriter/blogger who specializes in [your
niche]. For over [number of years], I've written content for companies like [name one
or two companies you've worked with previously*]. I help businesses like [company
name] with blog posts, newsletters, content marketing, and more. 

You can view my work here [link to portfolio].

IF YOU DON'T HAVE THEIR EMAIL: 

Would it be all right if I sent a proposal your way? 

IF YOU DO HAVE THEIR EMAIL: 

Do you have some time this week [link to your calendar] to discuss a content strategy? 

Be safe, 
[PHOTO OF YOURSELF] YOUR NAME (PRONOUNS & PRONUNCIATION) 
TITLE
PHONE
WEBSITE
EMAIL
(if via email) SOCIAL MEDIA BUTTONS 

*If no experience, link to blog posts that you have written on your own website
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FOLLOW UP COLD MESSAGE OR COLD EMAIL #2

Subject: Follow Up on Content Strategy for [Company Name]
Hi [First name],

I'm following up on a message/email that I sent last week regarding [company's]
marketing strategy. 

[Company name] can reach [company's target audience] with a strategic content
marketing plan! I'd love to not only help but make [company] stand out in the [niche]
industry. You can view some of my past work with companies like  companies you've
worked with here [link to portfolio]. 

IF YOU DON'T HAVE THEIR EMAIL: 

If you're still interested, where could I send a proposal? 

IF YOU DO HAVE THEIR EMAIL: 

Do you have some time this/next week [link to your calendar] to discuss a content
strategy? 

Be safe, 
[PHOTO OF YOURSELF] YOUR NAME (PRONOUNS & PRONUNCIATION) 
TITLE
PHONE
WEBSITE
EMAIL
(if via email) SOCIAL MEDIA BUTTONS 
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Asking for Kind Words/Testimonials

Subject: Kind Words for [Writing, Translation, Etc.] Project

Hi [First name],

I hope you're doing well during these trying times. 

I just wanted to say how great it was getting the chance to work with you on [name and
details of project]. 

I'm reaching out to you for some kind words regarding the work that we did together. 
If it's OK, I'd like to use your picture and some words for a testimonial to go on my
website.  

Would you be willing to write a testimonial and help my business grow? 

Thank you and be safe, 

[PHOTO OF YOURSELF] YOUR NAME (PRONOUNS & PRONUNCIATION) 
TITLE
PHONE
WEBSITE
EMAIL
(if via email) SOCIAL MEDIA BUTTONS 
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Resources for Money-Making Email Etiquette

Set up your own domain in Gmail!

https://www.doteasy.com/domain-email-and-website-hosting-
articles/importing-your-domain-email-account-into-your-gmail-
account

Make it personable—get a face for your email avatar! 

https://utechpia.com/how-to-add-an-email-profile-picture-to-any-
domain-email-address/

Get a real email signature!*
https://www.mail-signatures.com/signature-generator/

*You'll have to upload the photo that you want to use to an image host (like Google
drive) and grab the public URL from there.

This was the first email

signature I ever used! 

Don't laugh— it helped me

get PAID $1K+
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